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IPTV World 2007 Review

From the interviews we conducted at the 2007 IPTV World
show in London, we discovered some new areas of develop-
ment in the IPTV industry. Many new companies are entering
into the IPTV industry. Approximately 1/3rd of the companies
exhibiting were new startup companies or they were not seen at
other trade shows until now. Where there are many new
entrants, the types of companies that are still needed in the
IPTV industry include companies that specialize in retail sales

provisioning, consulting, repair and troubleshooting. 
There has been a dramatic increase in the number of Internet IPTV companies (we call

them unmanaged IPTV systems). These companies provide television program hosting ser-
vices, viewing adapters and specializing in providing television programs through the
Internet. The customer can watch Internet IPTV on their television by using an Internet IP
STB. Because each system has its own STB, this can lead to a viewer having a stack of
boxes for multiple Internet TV service providers. Internet STB may evolve to have open
client capability that will allow for the addition of new service providers to be downloaded
into an industry standard Internet IPTV STB.

There were several companies who were focusing on private IPTV systems for uni-
versities, hotels, hospitals, cruise ships. We expect that there will be a similar competition
between public IPTV and private IPTV as PSTN has with PBX systems.

Another evolution in the IPTV system is the development and use of ad management
systems. It appears that only a few IPTV companies are using the same marketing and ad
management that broadcasters, cable and satellite TV companies and the complex content
licensing models used by broadcasters is not being by IPTV operators. It is likely that ad
management and content licensing systems will get very complex for IPTV systems very
soon.

Internet IPTV is global television!
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Steve Kellogg is a wireless marketing consultant and technology author. His career began in 1983,
after continuing marketing and media studies at UCLA, where he led start up operations for sever-
al early wireless retail mobile electronics stores. He has collaborated on marketing programs with
AirTouch Cellular, AT&T Wireless, Los Angeles Cellular, GTE Mobilnet, U.S. West, U.S. Cellular,
360 Communications, PageMart and Page Cell. Mr. Kellogg is considered an expert in the strategic
marketing development of communication services. He has consulted and developed start up opera-
tions and marketing blueprints for both post-pay as well as pre-paid communication applications in
many diverse markets throughout the country. He is a frequent guest speaker, providing wireless
launch expertise and marketing development programs. 

Regis (Bud) Bates is a wireless systems expert who specializes in network operations and planning
for telecommunications and management information systems. As president of TC International
Consulting, he performs Strategic Planning, Business Continuity Planning and Technology
Innovation for his client companies. Mr. Bates has helped fortune 100-500 companies design, setup,
and manage LANs and WANs using SONET, ATM, MPLS, and VPN architectures. He specializes
in the setup of mobile communication systems and developing the processes necessary to ensure the
reliable restoration of networks when failures occur. Bud is a sought after professional instructor
and he teaches using both Instructor-led (ILT) and Virtual classroom learning (VCL) formats. Bud
Bates authored over fifteen technology-oriented books, many of which were best sellers for McGraw-
Hill. Bud received his degree in Business Management from Stonehill College (BS) in Easton, MA
and completed an MBA in Finance at St. Joseph's University in Philadelphia (except the thesis).

Mr. Harte has over 29 years of technology analysis, development, implementation, and business
management experience. Mr. Harte has worked for leading companies including Ericsson/General
Electric, Audiovox/Toshiba and Westinghouse and has consulted for hundreds of other companies.
Mr. Harte continually researches, analyzes, and tests new communication technologies, applica-
tions, and services. He has authored over 60 books on communications technologies and business
systems covering topics such as IP television, mobile telephone systems, data communications,
voice over data networks, broadband, prepaid services, billing systems, sales, and Internet market-
ing. Mr. Harte holds many degrees and certificates including an Executive MBA from Wake Forest
University (1995) and a BSET from the University of the State of New York, (1990). 

Steve KelloggSteve Kellogg
MarketingMarketing

Bud BatesBud Bates
TechnologyTechnology

Lawrence HarteLawrence Harte
BusinessBusiness

IP Television Expert WritersIP Television Expert Writers

What makes a magazine successful is the value of its content. Our expert writers cover marketing, technology and business
issues that are critical to the success of IP television systems and services. 
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Tom Mowbray, PhD is a software systems, applications, and Internet technology expert, who has co-
authored of five professional books, including: Software Architect Bootcamp, AntiPatterns, and
CORBA Design Patterns. He is an Honorary Fellow of the Object Management Group (OMG),
Howard Hughes Doctoral Fellow, and an Associate Editor of the Journal of Enterprise Architecture
http://www.aeajournal.org. He is a Founding Advisory Board Member of the Worldwide Institute of
Software Architects (WWISA) http://www.WWISA.org, and Co-Founder of the Internet Component
Management Group (iCMG) http://www.icmgworld.com. He has conducted software and enterprise
architecture consulting on over 70 projects for Bell Labs, Hughes Aircraft, Martin Marietta, MITRE,
Blueprint, ARINC, SINTEF, General Motors, Stanford Software, ICH, QB, and Keane. Dr. Mowbray
has earned an MS from Stanford and a PhD in Computer Science from the University of Southern
California. 

Tom Mowbray PhdTom Mowbray Phd
SoftwareSoftware

Michael H. Sommer - The "Gadget Guy" Technology Commentator is a consumer electronics indus-
try expert. Mr. Sommer regularly appears on several television stations as the Gadget Guy and is
a sought after technology evaluation and marketing expert. His words and industry findings are ref-
erenced in many leading industry publications including USA Today, N.Y. Times and Telecom
Business magazine. Mr. Sommer has been on the communication staff of the Winter Olympics and
he is a staff expert writer for IP Television Magazine. He has been a consultant for hundreds of con-
sumer electronics product developers ranging from high-tech start-ups to fortune 100 multination-
al companies. His clients include Motorola, Cendant Corporation, Sony, and other leading edge
companies. Mr. Sommer attended the University of Hartford majoring in communications and he
specializes in working with executives from fortune 1000 companies providing them with an under-
standing of consumer electronics device requirements and marketing programs.

Michael SommerMichael Sommer
ConsumerConsumer

ElectronicsElectronics

Mr. Eric Stasik is the director of Patent08, an expert consulting firm located in Stockholm, Sweden
providing patent engineering, business development, and licensing services to small and medium-
sized enterprises. He is an expert in helping firms develop patent and licensing strategies that sup-
port their business objectives. He is the author of several books on patent strategy and maintains a
well-respected blog (www.patent08.com) on the business aspects of developments on patent law and
practice. Mr. Stasik is an engineer; he is not an attorney at law and does not provide legal advice.

Eric StasikEric Stasik
Patents &Patents &

LegalLegal

Avi Ofrane is the president and CEO, and a master instructor of The Billing College. Mr. Ofrane
founded The Billing College in 1996 to address the converging market trends associated with
telecommunications Billing and Customer Care. Mr. Ofrane began his career in 1977 as an analyst
with the IBM Corporation, designing and implementing manufacturing systems. Throughout his
extensive career, Mr. Ofrane has been involved in all aspects of the industry, including strategic
planning, RFP processing, vendor evaluation and selection, business process engineering, busi-
ness/systems analyses, project management, implementation, operations, quality assurance, and
executive management. Since 1982, Mr. Ofrane has concentrated exclusively on the telecommuni-
cations industry, in which he is now a recognized expert and master instructor in Billing and
Customer Care. Mr. Ofrane lectures extensively in the US and in Europe on Billing and Customer
Care issues, strategies, methodologies, and practices and he is a frequent speaker at major industry
conferences. He has authored several leading books on billing systems. Mr. Ofrane holds a BS,

Avi OfraneAvi Ofrane
BillingBilling

SystemsSystems
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BRIX Networks and HWA-
COM Systems Deliver
industry’s first STV with
Integrated Service
Assurance

February 27th 2007 CHELMSFORD, Mass. -
- Brix Networks, the leading provider of con-
verged service assurance solutions, and
HwaCom Systems of Taipei Hsien, Taiwan,
Republic of China, today announced the inte-
gration of Brix Networks' IPTV Quality
Agent into HwaCom's HC-100 set-top box
(STB) that gives service providers the unique
ability to collect valuable video performance
information and metrics on an unprecedented
scale, and provides crucial, at-home visibility
into providers' IP television (IPTV) services.

HwaCom's STB with the Brix IPTV
Quality Agent lets service providers monitor
IP video and network quality -- including
highlighting the performance of the IPTV and
multicast infrastructure, performing continual
or on-demand diagnostics of the STB, and
quantifying the user channel change experi-
ence -- for operational, troubleshooting, and
customer care applications.

Brix Networks is exhibiting at next
week's IPTV World Forum show, being held
March 5-7, at the Olympia in London, in

booth 123.
"Visibility into service performance and

quality beyond the service delivery infrastruc-
ture is essential to the success of IPTV," said
Gary Chen, president and CEO, HwaCom
Systems. "By integrating Brix Networks' con-
verged service assurance technology into our
STBs, we can now provide carriers the opera-
tional capabilities that are necessary to gain
visibility into IPTV service performance and
quality -- in the last mile, residential network,
and even within the home -- to improve ser-
vice quality, expedite troubleshooting, and
ensure customer satisfaction."

Brix is also now part of HwaCom's IPTV
ecosystem, which includes system elements
from headend, middleware, video servers,
network equipment, and set-top-boxes with
software applications. Additionally, the com-
panies plan to develop other comprehensive
IP video quality testing solutions for
HwaCom's STBs in the future.

According to Steve DesRochers, vice
president, solutions, at Brix Networks,
"Providers have undertaken very costly infra-
structure additions and upgrades to support
new IPTV services, and are now under enor-
mous pressure to ensure successful IPTV roll-
outs. As a result, having visibility into end-
point devices like HwaCom's STBs allow ser-
vice providers to verify installations, continu-
ally improve operational efficiencies, reduce
troubleshooting resolution times, validate
performance and quality levels, and ensure
the overall success of their IPTV services."

Centillium's Next
Generation Gigabit EPON
Chipset Unleashes Triple
Play Capabilities Into the
Home

FREMONT, Calif., Feb. 20 -- Centillium
Communications, Inc. (Nasdaq: CTLM -
News), a leading provider of broadband
access solutions, today announced the release
of its innovative next generation
Mustang(TM) 300 system-on-chip (SoC),
expanding the company's end-to-end fiber-to-
the-home (FTTH) semiconductor portfolio.
This highly-integrated and low power FTTH
solution is ideal for service providers deploy-
ing Ethernet Passive Optical Networks
(EPON) in customer premise equipment
(CPE), enabling the delivery of premium
Triple Play services such as bandwidth-inten-
sive IPTV. 

According to Steve Rago of iSuppli,
fiber will start to make its presence felt start-
ing this year, with FTTH becoming a major
broadband deployment initiative globally as
consumers demand new capabilities for tele-
vision entertainment, including interactivity,
integration with voice and data communica-
tions, personalization and value-added ser-
vices. Steve continues that in response to this
burgeoning demand for bandwidth, it is

IPTV News
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expected that service providers will ramp up
their deployments of PON in 2007, driving a
dramatic increase in demand for optical net-
working equipment and FTTH solutions.
iSuppli forecasts that by 2010, the total num-
ber of FTTX PON subscribers worldwide will
grow to more than 29 million. 

"OFN collaborates with Centillium in
the development of its Mustang 300 system-
on-chip because it enables the delivery of
Triple Play services by harnessing the power
of EPON technology at the highest quality of
service," said Takao Tashiro, Director of
Technology Planning at OFN. "Mustang 300
delivers the flexibility we need, coupled with
a robust feature set on a single chip that leads
to lower cost, greater performance and a
quicker time to market." 

Raising the bar on performance, the
Mustang chipset supports traffic manage-
ment, classification and filtering for up to 256
multicast groups, and up to eight different ser-
vice types, the highest in the industry.
Mustang 300 has achieved the highest level of
integration available by integrating all packet
buffer and program memories in a compact
package, reducing the ONU bill of materials
(BOM) to just five components: optical trans-
ceiver, Gigabit PHY, FLASH, power supply,
and Mustang 300. 

"The next generation Mustang, com-
bined with Centillium's Colt(TM) Optical
Line Terminal (OLT) SoC and Zeus 2 burst-
mode transceiver strengthen the company's
market position as the only silicon vendor
with complete, end-to-end EPON solutions
for the 'last mile'", says Didier Boivin, vice
president of marketing for Centillium.
"Furthermore, by integrating these optical
SoCs with the award-winning Arion(TM)
VDSL2 and Atlanta(TM) VoIP technologies,
our solutions help system vendors and service
providers reduce costs and operational com-
plexities and achieve rapid time to value." 

The Mustang 300 simplifies service
provider deployments by being fully interop-
erable with a variety of vendor solutions and
supporting a full range of protocols and rele-
vant standards including IEEE 802.3ah to

ensure error- free, low latency, bandwidth
efficient data transmissions over EPON net-
works. Furthermore, the chipset is accompa-
nied with a robust software package and API
that can be used 'right out of the box' to build
a full-fledged ONU. This alleviates the need
for systems vendors to develop customized
software, leading to significantly lower devel-
opment cost and an accelerated time to mar-
ket. 

Netris Announces
Successful Integration of
its IPSoft iVision IPTV
Middleware with
Advanced Digital
Broadcast's High
Definition, IPTV Set-Top
Boxes

February 16, 2007 Netris, a leader in IP-com-
munications software development and sys-
tem integration in Russia, announced today
that it has successfully integrated its IPSoft
iVision IPTV Middleware with Advanced
Digital Broadcast's (www.adbglobal.com)
hybrid, IPTV set-top box the ADB-3800W -
ADB is a leading supplier of technology to
the global digital television industry. 

ADB's award-winning unit was the
world's first hybrid, high definition, single-
chip IPTV set-top box, equipped with
Advanced Video Coding (AVC), to be
deployed in volume. The solution is now

available for IPTV operators using the IPSoft
iVision IPTV Middleware on their net-
works.This advanced and readily deployable
solution, incorporating IPSoft iVision and
ADB's advanced set-top boxes, enables oper-
ators to deliver a wide range of innovative
television and interactive services to their
subscribers. 

"We always pay a special attention to
IPSoft iVision IPTV Middleware interoper-
ability with other IPTV solution components,
and together with ADB we have worked hard
to ensure that our customers will gain all pos-
sible benefits from the latest IPTV set-top box
technology", Mikhail Grachev, Netris CEO,
said. "We believe that 2007 is the year for
world wide growth in high definition televi-
sion and our integrated solution is ready to
allow operators to present their subscribers
with new and innovative services including
high definition television channels and Video
on Demand content". 

The ADB-3800W is an advanced digital
set-top box incorporating standard definition
(SD) and high definition (HD) television
reception based on MPEG-2 and
H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding
(AVC). The unit enables operators to optimise
their broadcast bandwidth, whilst presenting
consumers with the highest quality in sound
and vision. 

"ADB prides itself on being first-to-mar-
ket with new technology", highlighted
Philippe Lambinet, CEO of ADB. "We were
very happy to support Netris in their integra-
tion activities and in providing IPTV opera-
tors with access to a new combination of
hardware and software that is available for
commercial deployment". 
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Industry Group DVB
Adds Dolby Digital Plus
to IPTV Specifications 

Wootton Bassett, 14 February 2007-Dolby
Laboratories, Inc. (NYSE: DLB) today
announced the decision by the Digital Video
Broadcasting Project (DVB), an industry con-
sortium committed to designing global stan-
dards for digital TV, to include Dolby®
Digital Plus audio technology as an option in
the latest version of its Internet protocol tele-
vision (IPTV) specifications. 

These specifications (TS 102 005) out-
line how IPTV digital television services may
be delivered to home receivers over Internet
protocol connections. DVB specifications are
used by the broadcast industry as a basis for
designing compatible transmission products
and home receivers. 

"Viewers of IPTV services want home
cinema-style sound, just like they get on DVD
and other digital TV services," commented
Jason Power, Market Development Manager,
Dolby Laboratories. "With Dolby Digital Plus
now included in the DVB specifications, tele-
com operators can deliver the full Dolby sur-
round sound experience at a data rate that's
practical for IPTV." 

Dolby Digital Plus (technical name: E-
AC-3) is an extension of the Dolby Digital
format, an audio standard for DVD-Video
players worldwide, and the choice for many
existing digital TV broadcasts around the
world. Dolby Digital Plus provides IPTV

operators with a flexible and efficient multi-
channel audio solution that maintains many of
the advantages of Dolby Digital, such as con-
nectivity to millions of home A/V receivers,
while offering lower data rates and added fea-
tures. Support for the technology is being
built into the current generation of chipsets
for IPTV. 

Dolby Digital Plus has been included in
the DVB specifications at the request of oper-
ators and electronics manufacturers within the
consortium. The Dolby Digital (originally
known by its technical name, AC-3) format
has also been included. According to the spec-
ifications, either technology may be imple-
mented as the sole audio format in an IPTV
system. Dolby Digital Plus and Dolby Digital
are already also featured in DVB specifica-
tions for digital cable satellite and terrestrial
transmissions (TS 101 154) and have been
selected as audio formats for HD DVD and
Blu-ray Disc. 

Since the industry consortium was creat-
ed in 1993, the DVB specifications for digital
television have been adopted throughout
Australia and Europe, and in parts of Africa,
North and South America, and Asia.

SIVOO, Inc. Partners with
Avenue A/Razorfish,
WebTrends and 24/7 Real
Media to Aid Growth of
Internet TV Network

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. (February 6, 2007) -
SIVOO, Inc. (OTC: BDRH.PK), the first
Internet TV network of multicultural on-

demand entertainment programming, today
announced partnerships with three leading
innovators in online advertising: Avenue
A/Razorfish, WebTrends and 24/7 Real
Media. 

SIVOO will leverage the expertise of
Avenue A/Razorfish, the largest interactive
marketing and technology services firm and
its Avenue Aï¿½ unit, the largest buyer of
online media and search, to help raise visibil-
ity of the SIVOO Web site. In addition,
SIVOO will tap the firm's analytic services to
optimize site performance and functionality
as part of SIVOO's ongoing commitment to
enhance the user experience. 

"The SIVOO Internet TV Network
offers a significant opportunity for advertisers
as its on-demand multicultural programming
serves some of the most attractive and con-
nected demographics in the U.S. - Spanish,
Chinese and Hindi-speaking Americans - and
allows ads to be targeted in either English or
a native language," said Chris Myers,
SIVOO's chief operating officer. "We've built
a solid technology foundation and look for-
ward to working with these leading advertis-
ers to help them effectively target their cam-
paigns on SIVOO through banner and stream-
ing advertisements, among other formats." 

SIVOO selected WebTrends for its pio-
neering Web analytics solution - WebTrends
Analyticsï¿½ 8 - which it will use to help
monitor viewers' behavior while on the
SIVOO Web site. SIVOO's goal is to better
understand viewers' preferences and content
selections as background for the ongoing
development of new features and content
channels. 





In addition, SIVOO will use 24/7 Real
Media's Open AdStream 6 Applications for
Publishers to serve, track and manage multi-
ple advertising campaigns, partners and
aggregators as they serve ads - both banner
and streaming media - at www.sivoo.com.
This breakthrough platform is based on a new
generation of award-winning Open
AdStreamï¿½ 6, which integrates ad serving,
analytics, behavioral and other targeting- and
yield-management technologies. The technol-
ogy is easily implemented with ready-to-use,
out-of-the-box applications. 

Symmetricom Announces
Carrier Class Network
Time Protocol (NTP) for
Next Generation Telecom
Networks

San Jose, Calif. - Feb. 7, 2007 -
Symmetricom, Inc. (NASDAQ: SYMM), a
worldwide leader in precise time and frequen-
cy products and services, today announced its
new carrier class, high performance NTP
plug-in server card supporting QoS for Next
Generation applications such as IPTV, Billing
Record Management, QoS Measurement
Systems and IP Service Level Agreements
(SLA) Monitoring. The new carrier class NTP
server card is fully integrated into
Symmetricom's TimeHub Building Integrated
Timing Supply (BITS) system. Carrier class
NTP meets QoS requirements of Next
Generation Networks (NGN). 

"Carriers are finding that 'best effort'
enterprise class NTP is not sufficient for QoS
assurance in packet networks and advanced
services, such as IPTV and billing record
management," commented Barry Dropping,
senior director product line management for
Symmetricom. "With the introduction of
Symmetricom's high performance NTP
servers on a card, the BITS platform can now
deliver carrier class NTP to meet demanding
NGN packet timing requirements, providing
performance, scalability, availability and
security for delivery of advanced services." 

Telecommunication carriers have typi-
cally deployed enterprise class NTP servers in
central locations to provide coarse time
stamping for applications such as billing
records and time correlation of alarm events.
NTP that was in the domain of the data center
could be distributed widely across the net-
work since accuracies of half a second were
generally adequate, and transaction rate load-
ing was low. However, NGN applications
such as IPTV are highly dependant on carrier
class NTP. Time coordination of massive
amounts of digital content in the head end
serving locations is reliant on accurate and
secure NTP timestamps. 

Symmetricom's NTP server cards are
fully integrated into the TimeHub BITS sys-
tem. NTP cards can be installed as single
servers or redundant pairs in any available
master or expansion shelf output slot. Already
in large scale deployment with major North
American carriers, the TimeHub 5500 is the
next generation BITS designed for carrier
class networks. It is a modular, fully redun-
dant timing distribution system that tracks
incoming timing references and qualifies the
signals against network timing standards. It
then filters and distributes precise timing to
all equipment in the central office. 

National Lambdarail
Network and OSTN Unite
to Provide IPTV to U.S.
Institutions

CYPRESS, CA - FEBRUARY 06, 2007
-National LambdaRail (NLR) today partnered
with Open Student Television Network
(OSTN) to deliver IPTV programming to its
members, including 150 universities and
research institutions with more than 10 mil-
lion end users. OSTN is the leading provider
of educational and foreign language IPTV
content and student-produced programming. 

Using one infrastructure capable of
transmitting 10 billion bits of data per second
(10 Gbps); NLR supports several distinct net-
works for the U.S. research community. NLR
deploys operationally separate experimental
and production networks existing side-by-
side. While the production networks provide
users with guaranteed levels of reliability and
performance, experimental networks provide
researchers with national-scale test beds.

"One of the challenges that visionary
researchers face is transferring knowledge
through education on their discoveries to
researchers, students and the public," said
Tom West, NLR President and CEO. "OSTN
CableTV is undoubtedly going to increase
opportunities to deliver high-performance
packages of public, foreign language and
entertainment channels over NLR and our
members' regional networks, and provide an
exciting new channel for educational pro-
gramming online. I see this relationship as a
prime example of the power of higher educa-
tion working together. We are pleased to take
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the lead in promoting and deploying this
channel to our members." 

NLR is owned and governed by its mem-
bers, who also own and operate 21 U.S.
regional optical networks (RONs). NLR con-
nects with international peers to create a glob-
al optical-network cyber-infrastructure. 

OSTN includes OSTN CableTV, the
leading provider of educational and foreign
language IPTV content, and OSTN Channel,
which is the premiere outlet for student-pro-
duced programming around the world. 

OSTN launched in 2005 with the only
24-hour, seven-day global channel exclusive-
ly devoted to student-produced programming.
In 2006, OSTN added CableTV, which deliv-
ers educational and foreign language TV
channels to colleges and universities via NLR
and other networks. OSTN now is delivered
to 41 million users at 4,500 university mem-
ber campuses and 36 countries around the
globe. 

OSTN CableTV includes educational
channels such as University of California
Television (UCTV). The foreign language
channels can include CCTV (Chinese), TV5
(French), RAI (Italian), ART (Arabic), TV

Polonia (Polish), SBTN (Vietnamese), MBC
(Korean), RTN (Russian), TFC (Filipino), TV
Asia (South Asian), TV JAPAN (Japanese),
CTI Zhong Tian Channel (Chinese), and C1R
(Russian). 

"We are pleased to partner with NLR,
which allows members to leverage their
investments in its advanced network connec-
tivity to access education and foreign lan-
guage and IPTV programming," said Prashant
Chopra, OSTN Chief Executive Officer.
"Every NLR-connected college, university
and K-12 school now has unprecedented
access to content from sources across the
globe. Students now have the opportunity to
submit content to OSTN, which will be deliv-
ered to millions of peers."  

NLR member Duke University joined
OSTN in March of 2006, and NLR member
Case Western Reserve University joined
OSTN in December of 2005. OSTN partnered
with Florida Lambda Rail (FLR), a member

of NLR, in January of 2007 to deliver content
to FLR's 10 member universities and more
than 260,000 students, staff, and faculty.

Other NLR members include Cisco
Systems, the Committee on Institutional
Cooperation, Cornell University/Northeast
LambdaRail, the Corporation for Education
Network Initiatives in California, Front
Range GigaPop/University Corporation for
Atmospheric Research, Lonestar Education
and Research Network, Louisiana Board of
Regents, Mid-Atlantic Terascale
Partnership/the Virginia Tech Foundation,
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oklahoma State Board of
Regents, Pacific Northwest Gigapop,
Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center/University
of Pittsburgh, Southeastern Universities
Research Association Southern Light Rail
and the University of New Mexico (on behalf
of the State of New Mexico).



Streaming21 and Zentek
Deploy "Karaoke on
Demand" for M2B World 

Singapore - February 2, 2007 - Streaming21,
the world leader in broadcast-quality stream-
ing solutions, and Zentek Singapore, the
world leader in digital communications, have
announced that they have successfully deliv-
ered Asia's most popular entertainment,
Karaoke on Demand (KoD), for M2B World.

M2B World is a global broadband media
entertainment leader, providing over 100
channels of interactive Entertainment-on-
Demand, Education-on-Demand and e-com-
merce. Available over broadband channels,
Internet portals and 3G devices, M2B World's
services are offered internationally, in coun-
tries such as the US, China, Japan and
Singapore. Residential Karaoke on Demand
will be added to its impressive entertainment
on-demand lineup and launched in January,
following an intensive Singapore marketing
campaign. KoD is a key factor in the contin-
ued penetration of the rapidly expanding
Chinese broadband entertainment market.

Unlike other commercial Karaoke on
Demand deployments which rely on expen-

sive managed networks, Streaming21 and
Zentek's joint-developed KoD service offers
full-screen TV playback with intelligent per-
sonalization and interactive features over
open broadband networks. Subscribers can
easily order songs, follow moving lyrics on
TV screens, and enjoy singing with family
and friends in the privacy and convenience of
their own homes. Choice of high-quality
karaoke videos ranges from the latest hits to
classic songs. 

Kazuo Yoshimura, Managing Director of
Zentek Singapore said, "As the digital home
entertainment market continues to accelerate,
Karaoke on Demand will be a key competi-
tive differentiator for M2B to motivate more
subscribers and drive more revenues." 

"Zentek believe the IPTV industries will
be one of the main streams for many coun-
tries. We are confident that by integrating our
expertise and worldwide sales channels plus
Streaming21's proven track record of deliver-
ing IPTV solutions to broadband providers
worldwide will create exciting future growth
opportunities for both companies,"
Yoshimura-san added.

Dr. Joe Lin, President and CEO of
Streaming21 said, "Streaming21's KoD solu-
tion creates new market opportunities with
demonstrated growth potential, especially in
Asia Pacific. We have built a reputation for
providing carrier-grade IPTV solutions to
numerous telcos in Asia and our award-win-
ning solutions allow any Broadband ISPs,
Mobile Carriers and xSP providers to quickly
launch IPTV services with minimum capital
investment. We are confident that KoD will
be an exciting new service for consumers, and
will generate new opportunities for innova-
tion and growth in the IPTV industry."

The Karaoke on Demand solution is able
to accommodate numerous karaoke titles with
carrier-class stability. Intuitive EPG (electron-
ic program guide), unique interactive fea-
tures, convenient on-line payment and a pow-
erful service management system offer imme-
diate adoption of new home entertainment
services. Additional interactivity features and
services, such as online karaoke contests, on-
line voting and more, are easily integrated
into the iTV platform. Karaoke is an extreme-
ly popular form of entertainment in Asia. The
joint efforts of Streaming21 and Zentek real-
ize a dream of delivering Asia's most popular
entertainment direct to the living room.

UTStarcom Partners With
AKSH Optifibre to Deliver
First IPTV Service in
India With MTNL

ALAMEDA, Calif., UTStarcom, Inc.
(Nasdaq: UTSI), a global leader in IP-based,
end-to-end networking solutions and services,
today announced a three-year contract
through its partnership with AKSH Optifibre
Ltd. to deploy its RollingStream(TM) end-to-
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end IPTV solution with Mahanagar
Telephone Nigam Ltd. (MTNL) in India. The
contract represents the first commercial IPTV
deployment in India and AKSH Optifibre Ltd.
is the first company to launch IPTV in India.
AKSH is the pioneer in optifibre fiber and
cable technologies and their main product is a
Fiber-to-the-Home solution. 

"Consumers have come to expect ster-
ling services that are both innovative and
affordable from MTNL," said Shri RSP
Sinha, chairman and managing director at
MTNL. "We take the lead, yet again, in ush-
ering in a true revolution in home entertain-
ment with the country's first IPTV service.
IPTV provides an interactive viewing experi-
ence and allows for multitude of exciting rev-
enue generating applications to be deployed.
Our existing presence in more than four mil-
lion homes in New Delhi and Mumbai
through our broadband service will give
MTNL a tremendous headstart in changing
the way people watch television." 

The service, which will utilize MTNL's
existing broadband network as the content
delivery backbone, will consist of traditional
broadcast television, video- and music-on-
demand, videoconferencing capabilities and
time-shifted TV, allowing users to access tele-
vision content on any channel up to one week
in the past. All MTNL broadband subscribers
in Delhi and Mumbai are anticipated to have
access to the service, which launched in
December 2006. 

"By pricing the basic level of service at
125 rupees, we hope to attract a large number
of our broadband subscribers to our IPTV ser-
vice and drive revenue growth through the
additional value-added services, like time-
shift capabilities and video-on-demand,
enabled by UTStarcom's RollingStream,"
Sinha added. 

"This contract is a testament to both
UTStarcom's worldwide leadership in the
IPTV industry as well as our dominant posi-
tion as a provider of innovative broadband

technologies to the Indian market," said
David King, senior vice president of interna-
tional sales and marketing. "UTStarcom's
award-winning RollingStream IPTV solution
is now deployed with leading service
providers in China, Japan and India, which
we believe proves UTStarcom's position as
the leader in IPTV deployments worldwide." 

"The cooperation with UTStarcom ideal-
ly complements our know-how," said Dr.
Kailash S. Choudhari, managing director at
AKSH Optifibre. "UTStarcom's
RollingStream offers an end-to-end IPTV
solution enabling us to deliver broadcast qual-
ity TV and on-demand entertainment service
programming over IP networks. This enables
us to offer even more comprehensive solu-
tions and services in the area of IPTV, now
and for the next three years. The start of IPTV
services with MTNL is clearing the way for
deployment of Fiber-to-the-Home solutions at
the subscriber's home."
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Asset Management
by: Lawrence Harte 

Asset management is the process of acquiring, maintaining, distribut-
ing and the elimination of assets. Assets for television systems are pro-
grams or media files. Assets are managed by workflow systems.
Workflow management for television systems involves the content
acquisition, metadata management, asset storage, playout scheduling,
content processing, ad insertion and distribution control.

Content assets are acquired or created. Each asset is given an
identification code and descriptive data (metadata) and the licensing
usage terms and associated costs are associated with the asset. Assets
are transferred into short term or long term storage systems that allow
the programs to be retrieved when needed. Schedules (program book-
ings) are setup to retrieve the assets from storage shortly before they
are to be broadcasted to viewers. When programs are broadcasted, they
are converted (encoded) into forms that are suitable for transmission
(such as on radio broadcast channels or to mobile telephones).

Figure 1.12 shows some of the common steps that occur in work-
flow management systems. This diagram shows that a workflow man-
agement system starts with gathering content and identifying its usage
rights. The descriptive metadata for the programs is then managed and

the programs are stored in either online (direct), nearline (short delay)
or offline (long term) storage systems. Channel and program playout
schedules are created and setup. As programs are transferred from stor-
age systems, they may be processed and converted into other formats.
Advertising messages may be inserted into the programs. The perfor-
mance of the system is continually monitored as programs are trans-
mitted through the distribution systems.

CATV Series

CATV Series List Month

Introduction to CATV Dec 06
Contribution Network Jan 07
Headend Feb 07
Asset Management Mar 07
Distribution Network Apr 07
CATV Display Devices May 07
CATV Marketplace Jun 07
CATV Systems Jul 07
CATV Services Aug 07

This Article is Part 4 of a 9 Part Series

Figure 1.12., Television Workflow Management Systems
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Content Acquisition 

Content acquisition is the gathering content from networks, aggrega-
tors and other sources. After content is acquired (or during the content
transfer), content is ingested (adapted and stored) into the asset man-
agement system.

Ingesting content is a process for which content is acquired (e.g.
from a satellite downlink or a data connection) and loaded onto initial
video servers (ingest servers). Once content is ingested it can be edit-
ed to add commercials, migrated to a playout server or played directly
into the transmission chain.

Content acquisition commonly involves applying a complex set
of content licensing requirements, restrictions and associated costs to
the content. These licensing terms are included in content distribution
agreements. Content licensing terms may define the specific type of
systems (e.g. cable, Internet or mobile video), the geographic areas the
content may be broadcasted (territories), the types of viewers (residen-
tial or commercial) and specific usage limitations (such as number of
times a program can be broadcasted in a month). The content acquisi-
tion system is linked to a billing system to calculate the royalties and
other costs for the media.

Metadata Management

Metadata management is the process of identifying, describing and
applying rules to the descriptive portions (metadata) of content assets.
Metadata descriptions and formats can vary so metadata may be nor-
malized. Metadata normalization is the adjustment of metadata ele-
ments into standard terms and formats to allow for more reliable orga-
nization, selection and presentation of program descriptive elements. 

Metadata may be used to create or supplement the electronic pro-
gramming guide (EPG). An EPG is an interface (portal) that allows a
customer to preview and select from a possible list of available content
media. EPGs can vary from simple program selection to interactive fil-
ters that dynamically allow the user to filter through program guides
by theme, time period, or other criteria.

Playout Scheduling

Playout scheduling is the process of setting up the event times to trans-
fer media or programs to viewers or distributors of the media. A play-
out system is an equipment or application that can initiate, manage and
terminate the gathering, transferring or streaming of media to users or
distributors of the media at a predetermined time schedule or when
specific criteria have been met.

Playout systems are used to select and assign programs (digital
assets) to time slots on linear television channels. Playout systems are
used to setup playlists that can initiate automatic playout of media dur-
ing scheduled interviews or alert operators to manually setup and start
the playout of media programs (e.g. taps or DVDs).

Playout systems may be capable of selecting primary and sec-
ondary events. Primary events are the program that will be broadcast-
ed and secondary events are media items that will be combined or used
with the primary event. Examples of secondary events include logo
insertion, text crawls (scrolling text), voice over (e.g. narrative audio
clips) and special effects (such as a squeeze back).

Figure 1.13 shows the playout scheduling involves selecting pro-
grams and assigning playout times. This diagram shows a playout sys-
tem that has multiple linear television channels and that events are
setup to gather and playout media programs.

Because the number of channels and programs is increasing,
broadcasters may use playout automation to reduce the effort (work-
load) to setup playout schedules. Playout automation is the process of
using a system that has established rules or procedures that allows for
the streaming or transferring media to a user or distributor of the media
at a predetermined time, schedule or when specific criteria have been
met (such as user registration and payment).

Asset Storage 

Asset storage is maintaining of valuable and identifiable data or media
(e.g. television program assets) in media storage devices and systems.
Asset storage systems may use a combination of analog and digital
storage media and these may be directly or indirectly accessible to the
asset management system.

Asset management systems commonly use several types of stor-
age devices that have varying access types, storage and transfer capa-
bilities. Analog television storage systems may include tape cartridge
(magnetic tape) storage. Digital storage systems include magnetic
tape, removable and fixed disks and electronic memory. 

Asset storage devices are commonly setup in a hierarchical struc-
ture to enable the coordination of storage media. Some of the different
types of storage systems include cache storage (high speed immediate
access), online storage, nearline storage, and offline storage.

Online storage is a device or system that stores data that is direct-
ly and immediately accessible by other devices or systems. Online
storage types can vary from disk drives to electronic memory modules.
Media may be moved from one type of online storage system to anoth-
er type of online storage system (such as a disk drive) to another type
of online storage (such as electronic memory) that would allow for
rapid access and caching. Caching is a process by which information
is moved to a temporary storage area to assist in the processing or



future transfer of information to other parts of a processor or system.
Nearline storage is a device or system that stores data or infor-

mation that is accessible with some connection setup processes and/or
delays. The requirement to find and/or setup a connection to media or
information on a nearline storage system is relatively small. Data or
media that is scheduled to be transmitted (e.g. broadcasted) may be
moved to nearline storage before it is moved to an online storage sys-
tem.

Offline storage is a device or system that stores data or informa-
tion that is not immediately accessible. Media in offline storage sys-
tems must be located and setup for connection or transfer to be
obtained. Examples of offline storage systems include storage tapes
and removable disks.

Content Processing 

Content processing is adaptation, modification or merging of media
into other formats. Content processing may include graphics process-
ing, encoding and/or transcoding. 

A graphics processor is an information-processing device that is
dedicated for the acquisition, analysis and manipulation of graphics
images. Graphics processing may be required to integrate (merge or
overlay) graphic images with the underlying programs.

Content encoding is the manipulation (coding) of information or
data into another form. Content encoding may include media com-
pression (reducing bandwidth), transmission coding (adapting for the
transmission channel) and channel coding (adding control commands
for specific channels).

Transcoding is the conversion of digital signals from one coding
format to another. An example of transcoding is the conversion of
MPEG-2 compressed signals into MPEG-4 AVC coded signals. 
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Figure 1.13., Television Playout Scheduling



Ad Insertion

Ad insertion is the process of inserting an advertising message into a
media stream such as a television program. For broadcasting systems,
Ad inserts are typically inserted on a national or geographic basis that
is determined by the distribution network. For IP television systems,
Ad inserts can be directed to specific users based on the viewer's pro-
file.

An advertising splicer is a device that selects from two or more
media program inputs to produce one media output. Ad splicers
receive cueing messages (get ready) and splice commands (switch
now) to identify when and which media programs will be spliced.

Cue tones are signals that are embedded within media or sent
along with the media that indicates an action or event is about to hap-
pen. Cue tones can be a simple event signal or they can contain addi-
tional information about the event that is about to occur. An example
of a cue tone is a signal in a television program that indicates that a
time period for a commercial will occur and how long the time period
will last.

Analog cue tone is an audio sequence (such as DTMF tones) that
indicates a time period that will be available ("avail") for the insertion
of another media program (e.g. a commercial).

An 'avail' is the time slot within which an advertisement is placed.
Avail time periods usually are available in standard lengths of 10, 20,
30 or 40 seconds each. Through the use of addressable advertising,
which may provide access to hundreds of thousands of ads with dif-
ferent time lengths, it is possible for many different advertisements,
going to different audiences to share a single avail.

Digital program insertion is the process of splicing media seg-
ments or programs together. Because digital media is typically com-
posed of key frames and difference pictures that compose a group of
pictures (GOP), the splicing of digital media is more complex than the
splicing of analog media that has picture information in each frame
which allows direct frame to frame splicing.

Figure 1.14 shows how an ad insertion system works in a CATV
network. This diagram shows that the program media is received and
a cue tone indicates the beginning of an advertising spot. When the
incoming media is received by the splicer/remultiplexer, it informs the
ad server that an advertising media clip is required. The ad server pro-
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Figure 1.14., Television Ad Splicer



vides this media to the splicer which splices (attaches) each ad to the
appropriate media stream. The resulting media stream with the new ad
is sent to the viewers in the distribution system.

Distribution Control 

Distribution control is the processes that are used to route products or
service uses to get from the manufacturer or supplier to the customer
or end user. Media broadcasters may have several types of distribution
networks including radio broadcast systems, cable television distribu-
tion, mobile video and Internet streaming. 

Distribution systems use a mix of media encoding formats that
can include MPEG, VC-1 along with other compressed forms. The
transmission of media to viewers ranges from broadcast (one to
many), multicast (point to multipoint) and unicast (point to point). 

Asset management systems use work orders to define, setup and
manage assets. A work order is a record that contains information that
defines and quantifies a process that is used in the production of media
(e.g. television programs) or services. The development and manage-
ment of assets is called workflow.

As the number of available programs and channels increases, it is

desirable to automate the workflow process. Workflow automation is
the process of using a system that has established rules or procedures
that allows for the acquisition, creation, scheduling or transmission of
content assets.

Series Source:
Introduction to CATV
$19.99 printed
$16.99 eBook
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Digital Cellular
Systems 
(2nd Generation)

by: Lawrence Harte

Digital cellular is an industry term given to the new cellular tech-
nology that transmits voice information in digital form. This differs
from Analog cellular in that the method of transmission for voice/data
information is by means of digital signals. Digital mobile radio sys-
tems are often characterized by their type of access technology
(TDMA or CDMA). The access technology determines how that digi-
tal information is transferred to and from the cellular system.

Digital cellular systems can usually serve several subscribers on
a single radio channel at the same time. Depending on the type of sys-
tem, this can range from 3 to over 20. To allow this, almost all digital
cellular systems share the fundamental characteristics of digitizing and
compressing voice information to accomplish this. This allows a sin-
gle radio channel to be divided into several sub-channels (communi-
cation channels). Each communication channel can serve a single cus-
tomer.

Because each subscriber typically uses the cellular system for
only a few minutes a day, several subscribers can share each one of
these communication channels during the day. As a rule, 20 - 32 sub-
scribers can share each communication channel. So, if a digital radio
channel has 8 communications channels (sub-channels), a cell site
with 25 radio channels can support 4000 to 6400 subscribers (25 radio
channels x 8 users per channel x 20 to 32 subscribers per communica-
tion channel).

Digital cellular systems use two key types of communication
channels, control channels and voice channels. A control channel on a
digital system is usually one of the sub-channels on the radio channel.
This allows digital systems to combine a control channel and one or
more voice channels on a single radio channel. The portion of the radio
channel that is dedicated as a control channel carries only digital mes-
sages and signals that allow the mobile telephone to retrieve system
control information and compete for access. The other sub-channels on
the radio channel carry voice or data information.

The basic operation of a digital cellular system involves initiation
of the phone when it is powered on, listening for paging messages
(idle), attempting access when required and conversation (or data)
mode. 

When a digital mobile telephone is first powered on, it initializes
itself by searching (scanning) a predetermined set of control channels
and then tuning to the strongest one. During the initialization mode, it
listens to messages on the control channel to retrieve system identifi-
cation and setup information. Compared to analog systems, digital sys-
tems have more communication and control channels. This can result
in the mobile phone taking more time to search for control channels.
To quickly direct a mobile telephone to an available control channel,
digital systems use several processes to help a mobile telephone to find
an available control channel. These include having the phone memo-
rize its last successful control channel location, a table of likely con-
trol channel locations and a mechanism for pointing to the location of
a control channel on any of the operating channels.

After a digital mobile telephone has initialized, it enters an idle
mode where it waits to be paged for an incoming call or for the user to
initiate a call. When a call begins to be received or initiated, the mobile
telephone enters system access mode to try to access the system via a
control channel. When it gains access, the control channel sends a dig-
ital traffic channel designation message indicating an open communi-
cations channel. This channel may be on a different time slot on the
same frequency or to a time slot on a different frequency. The digital
mobile telephone then tunes to the designated communications chan-
nel and enters the conversation mode. As the mobile telephone oper-
ates on a digital voice channel, the digital system commonly uses some
form of phase modulation (PM) to send and receive digital informa-
tion. 

Mobile Telephone

Mobile Telephone List Month
Mobile Technologies Oct 06
Mobile Devices Nov 06
Mobile Systems Dec 06
Mobile Systems Operation Jan 07
Anolog Systems Feb 07
Digital Cellular Systems Mar 07
Packet Digital Cellular Systems Apr 07
Wideband Digital Cellular May 07
Mobile Services Jun 07

This article is Part 5 of a 9 Part Series
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A mobile telephone's attempt to obtain service from a cellular sys-
tem is referred to as "access". Digital mobile telephones compete on
the control channel to obtain access from a cellular system. Access is
attempted when a command is received by the mobile telephone indi-
cating the system needs to service that mobile telephone (such as a
paging message indicating a call to be received) or as a result of a
request from the user to place a call. Digital mobile telephones usual-
ly have the ability to validate their identities more securely during
access than analog mobile telephones. This is made possible by a
process called authentication. Authentication processes share secret
data between the digital mobile phone and the cellular system. 

If the authentication is successful, the system sends out a channel
assignment message commanding the mobile telephone to change to a
new communication channel and conversation can begin.

After a mobile telephone has been commanded to tune to a radio
voice channel, it sends digitized voice or other customer data.
Periodically, control messages may be sent between the base station
and the mobile telephone. Control messages may command the mobile
telephone to adjust its power level, change frequencies, or request a
special service (such as three way calling). To send control messages
while the digital mobile phone is transferring digital voice, the voice
information is either replaced by a short burst (called blank and burst
or fast signaling), or else control messages can be sent along with the
digitized voice signals (called slow signaling).

Most digital telephones automatically conserve battery life as
they transmit only for short periods of time (bursts). In addition to sav-
ings through digital burst transmission, digital phones ordinarily have
the capability of discontinuous transmission that allows the inhibiting
of the transmitter during periods of user silence. When the mobile tele-
phone user begins to talk again, the transmitter is turned on again. The
combination of the power savings allows some digital mobile tele-
phones to have 2 to 5 times the battery life in the transmit mode.

Digital technology increases system efficiency by voice digitiza-
tion, speech compression (coding), channel coding, and the use of
spectrally efficient radio signal modulation. Standard voice digitiza-
tion in the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) produces a
data rate of 64 kilobits per second (kbps). Because transmitting a dig-
ital signal via radio requires about 1 Hz of radio bandwidth for each
bps, an uncompressed digital voice signal would require more than 64
kHz of radio bandwidth. Without compression, this bandwidth would
make digital transmission less efficient than analog FM cellular, which
uses only 25-30 kHz for a single voice channel. Therefore, digital sys-
tems compress speech information using a voice coder or Vocoder.
Speech coding removes redundancy in the digital signal and attempts
to ignore data patterns that are not characteristic of the human voice.
The result is a digital signal that represents the voice audio frequency
spectrum content, not a waveform.

A voice coder (vocoder) characterizes the input signal, looks up
codes in a code book table that represents various digital patterns and
chooses a pattern that comes closest to the input digitized signal. The
amount of digitized speech compression used in digital cellular sys-
tems varies. For the IS-136 TDMA system, the compression is 8:1. For
CDMA, the compression varies from 8:1 to 64:1 depending on speech
activity. GSM systems compress the voice by 5:1.

As a general rule, with the same amount of speech coding analy-
sis, the fewer bits used to characterize the waveform, the poorer the
speech quality. If the complexity (signal processing) of the speech
coder can be increased, it is possible to get improved voice quality
with fewer bits. 

Voice digitization and speech coding take processing time.
Typically, speech frames are digitized every 20 msec and inputted to
the speech coder. The compression process, time alignment with the
radio channel, and decompression at the receiving end all delay the
voice signal. The combined delay can add up to 50-100 msec.
Although such a delay is not usually noticeable in two-way conversa-
tion, it can cause an annoying echo when a speakerphone is used, or
the side tone of the signal is high (so the users can hear themselves).
However, an echo canceller can be used in the MSC to process the sig-
nal and remove the echo.

Once the digital speech information is compressed, control infor-
mation bits must be added along with extra bits to protect from errors
that will be introduced during radio transmission. The combined digi-
tal signal (compressed digitized voice and control information) is sent
to the radio modulator where it is converted to a digitized RF signal.
The efficient conversion to the RF signal constantly involves some
form of phase shift modulation.

Figure 1.16 shows a basic digital cellular system. This diagram
shows that there usually is only one type of digital radio channel called
a digital traffic channel (DTC). The digital radio channel is ordinarily
sub-divided into control channels and digital voice channels. Both the
control channels and voice channels use the same type of digital mod-
ulation to send control and content data between the mobile phone and
the base station. When used for voice, the digital signal is usually a
compressed digital signal that is from a speech coder. When conversa-
tion is in progress, some of the digital bits are usually dedicated for
control information (such as handoff). Similar to analog systems, dig-
ital base stations have two antennas that increase the ability to receive
weak radio signals from mobile telephones. Base stations are connect-
ed to a mobile switching center (MSC) normally by a high speed tele-
phone line or microwave radio system. This interconnection may allow
compressed digital information (directly from the speech coder) to
increase the number of voice channels that can be shared on a single
connection line. The MSC is connected to the telephone network to
allow mobile telephones to be connected to standard landline tele-
phones.



Second generation (2G) cellular is a term commonly used to
describe digital cellular radio technology with advanced messaging
and data transmission capabilities. The types of 2nd generation digital
cellular systems include GSM, IS-136 TDMA and CDMA.

Global System for Mobile
Communication (GSM)

The Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) is a global
digital radio system that uses Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
technology. GSM is a digital cellular technology that was initially cre-
ated to provide a single-standard pan-European cellular system. The
GSM system is a digital-only system and was not designed to be back-
ward compatible with the established analog systems. 

GSM began development in 1982, and the first commercial GSM
digital cellular system was activated in 1991. GSM technology has
evolved to be used in a variety of systems and frequencies (900 MHz,
1800 MHz and 1900 MHz) including Personal Communications
Services (PCS) in North America and Personal Communications
Network (PCN) systems throughout the world. 

When communicating in a GSM system, users can operate on the
same radio channel simultaneously by sharing time slots. The GSM
cellular system allows 8 mobile telephones to share a single 200 kHz

bandwidth radio carrier waveform for voice or data communications.
To allow duplex operation, GSM voice communication is conducted
on two 200 kHz wide carrier frequency waveforms. 

The GSM system has several types of control channels that carry
system and paging information, and coordinates access like the control
channels on analog systems. The GSM digital control channels have
many more capabilities than analog control channels such as broadcast
message paging, extended sleep mode, and others. Because the GSM
control channels use only a portion (one or more slots), they typically
co-exist on a single radio channel with other time slots that are used for
voice communication.

A GSM carrier transmits at a bit rate of 270 kbps. A single GSM
digital radio channel or time slot is capable of transferring only 1/8th
of that, which is about 33 kbps of information (actually less than that,
due to the use of some bit time for non-information purposes such as
synchronization bits). 

Time intervals on full rate GSM channels are divided into frames
with 8 time slots on two different radio frequencies. One frequency is
for transmitting from the mobile telephone; the other is for receiving
to the mobile telephone. During a voice conversation at the mobile set,
one time slot period is dedicated for transmitting, one for receiving,
and six remain idle. The mobile telephone uses some of the idle time
slots to measure the signal strength of surrounding cell carrier fre-
quencies in preparation for handover. 
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Figure 1.16., Digital Cellular System (2nd Generation) 



On the 900 MHz band, GSM digital radio channels transmit on
one frequency and receive on another frequency 45 MHz higher, but
not at the same time. On the 1.9 GHz band, the difference between
transmit and receive frequencies is 80 MHz. The mobile telephone
receives a burst of data on one frequency, then transmits a burst on
another frequency, and then measures the signal strength of at least one
adjacent cell, before repeating the process. 

North American TDMA (IS-136 TDMA)

The North American TDMA system (IS-136) is a digital system that
uses TDMA access technology. It evolved from the IS-54 specification
that was developed in North America in the late 1980's to allow the
gradual evolution of the AMPS system to digital service. The IS-136
system is sometimes referred to as Digital AMPS (DAMPS) or North
American digital cellular (NADC). 

In 1988, the Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association
created a development guideline for the next generation of cellular
technology for North America. This guideline was called the User
Performance Requirements (UPR) and the Telecommunications
Industry Association (TIA) used this guideline to create a TDMA dig-
ital standard, called IS-54. This digital specification evolved from the
original EIA-553 AMPS specification. The first revision of the IS-54
specification (Rev 0) identified the basic parameters (e.g. time slot
structure, type of radio channel modulation, and message formats)
needed to begin designing TDMA cellular equipment. There have been
several enhancements to IS-54 since its introduction and in 1995; IS-
54 was incorporated as part of the IS-136 specification. 

A primary feature of the IS-136 systems is their ease of adapta-
tion to the existing AMPS system. Much of this adaptability is due to
the fact that IS-136 radio channels retain the same 30 kHz bandwidth
as AMPS system channels. Most base stations can therefore replace
TDMA radio units in locations previously occupied by AMPS radio
units. Another factor in favor of adaptability is that new dual mode
mobile telephones were developed to operate on either IS-136 digital
traffic (voice and data) channels or the existing AMPS radio channels

as requested in the CTIA UPR document. This allows a single mobile
telephone to operate on any AMPS system and use the IS-136 system
whenever it is available.

The IS-136 specification concentrates on features that were not
present in the earlier IS-54 TDMA system. These include longer stand-
by time, short message service functions, and support for small private
or residential systems that can coexist with the public systems. In addi-
tion, IS-136 defines a digital control channel to accompany the Digital
Traffic Channel (DTC). The digital control channel allows a mobile
telephone to operate in a single digital-only mode. Revision A of the
IS-136 specification now supports operation in the 800 MHz range for
the existing AMPS and DAMPS systems as well as the newly allocat-
ed 1900MHz bands for PCS systems. This permits dual band, dual
mode phones (800 MHz and 1900 MHz for AMPS and DAMPS). The
primary difference between the two bands is that mobile telephones
cannot transmit using analog signals at 1900MHz.

The IS-136 cellular system allows for mobile telephones to use
either 30 kHz analog (AMPS) or 30 kHz digital (TDMA) radio chan-
nels. The IS-136 TDMA radio channel allows multiple mobile tele-
phones to share the same radio frequency channel by time-sharing. All
IS-136 TDMA digital radio channels are divided into frames with 6
time slots. The time slots used for the correspondingly numbered for-
ward and reverse channels are time-related so that the mobile tele-
phone does not simultaneously transmit and receive. 

The IS-136 system allows a standard time slot on a TDMA radio
channel to be used as a digital control channel (DCC). The DCC car-
ries the same system and paging information as the analog control
channel (ACC). In addition to the control messages, the DCC has more
capabilities than the ACC such as extended sleep mode, short message
service (SMS), private and public control channels, and others. 

The total bit rate of the carrier frequency waveform is 48.6 kbps.
This is time-shared and some of the transmitted bits are used for syn-
chronization and other control purposes; this results in a user-available
data rate of 13 kbps. Some of the 13 kbps are used for error detection
and correction, so only 8 kbps of data are available for full rate digi-
tally coded speech.
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The RF power levels for the mobile phones are almost exactly the
same as for the AMPS telephones. The primary difference in the power
levels is a reduction in minimum power level that mobile telephones
can be instructed to reduce to. This allows for very small cell coverage
areas, typically the size of cells that would be used for wireless office
or home cordless systems.

Extended TDMA (E-TDMA)TM

Extended TDMATM was developed by Hughes Network Systems in
1990 as an extension to the existing IS-136 TDMA industry standard.
ETDMA uses the existing TDMA radio channel bandwidth and chan-
nel structure. Its receivers are tri-mode as they can operate in AMPS,
TDMA, or ETDMA modes. While a TDMA system assigns a mobile
telephone fixed time slot numbers for each call, ETDMA dynamically
assigned time slots on an as needed basis. The ETDMA system con-
tains a half-rate speech coder (4 kb/s) that reduces the number of infor-
mation bits that must be transmitted and received each second. This
makes use of voice silence periods to inhibit slot transmission so other
users may share the transmit slot. The overall benefit is that more users
can share the same radio channel equipment and improved radio com-
munications performance. The combination of a low bit rate speech
coder, voice activity detection and interference averaging increases the
radio channel efficiency to beyond 10 times the existing AMPS capac-
ity. 

ETDMA radio channels are structured into the same frames and
slots structures as the standard IS-54 radio channels. Some or all of the
time slots on all of the radio channels are shared for ETDMA commu-
nication, which is similar to IS-54 and IS-136 radio channels, or else
slots can be shared on different frequencies. When a Mobile telephone
is operating in extended mode, the ETDMA system must continually
coordinate time slot and frequency channel assignments. The ETDMA
system performs this by using a time slot control system. On an
ETDMA capable radio channel some of the time slots are dedicated as
control slots on an as needed basis. ETDMA systems can assign an
AMPS channel, a TDMA full-rate or half-rate channel, or an ETDMA
channel. The existing 30 kHz AMPS control channels are used to
assign analog voice and digital traffic channels

In an ETDMA system, some of the radio channels include a con-
trol slot that coordinates time slot allocation. This usually accounts for
an estimated 15% of available time slots in a system. The control time
slots assign an ETDMA subscriber to voice time slots on multiple
radio channels. 

ETDMA uses the following process to allocate time slots from
moment to moment as needed. The cellular radio maintains constant
communications with the Base Station through the control time slot.
When a conversation begins, the cellular radio uses the control slot to
request a voice time slot from the Base Station. Through the control

slot, the Base Station assigns a voice time slot and sets the cellular
radio to transmit in that assigned voice time slot. During each momen-
tary lull in phone conversation, the transmitting cellular radio gives up
its voice time slot, which is then placed back into the Base Station's
pool of available time slots.

When a cellular radio is ready to receive a voice conversation, the
Base Station uses the control slot to tell it which voice time slot has the
conversation. The cellular radio receiver then tunes to the appropriate
slot. Through the control slot, the Base Station constantly monitors the
cellular radio to determine whether it has given up a slot or needs a
slot. In turn, the cellular radio constantly monitors the control slot to
learn which time slot contains voice conversation being sent to it.

Integrated Dispatch Enhanced Network
(iDEN)

Integrated Dispatch Enhanced Network (iDEN) a digital radio system
that provides for voice, dispatch and data services. iDEN was former-
ly called Motorola Integrated Radio System (MIRS). iDEN was
deployed in 1996 for enhanced specialized mobile radio (E-SMR) ser-
vice. The iDEN system radio channel bandwidth is 25 kHz and it is
divided into frames that have 6 times slots per frame. The iDEN sys-
tem allows 6 mobile radios to simultaneously share a single radio
channel for dispatch voice quality and up to 3 mobile radios can simul-
taneously share a radio channel for cellular like voice quality.

Code Division Multiple Access (IS-95
CDMA)

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system (IS 95) is a digital
cellular system that uses CDMA access technology. IS-95 technology
was initially developed by Qualcomm in the late 1980's. CDMA cellu-
lar service began testing in the United States in San Diego, California
during 1991. In 1995, IS-95 CDMA commercial service began in
Hong Kong and now many CDMA systems are operating throughout
the world, including a 1.9 GHz all-digital system in the USA that has
been operating since November 1996.

Spread spectrum radio technology has been used for many years
in military applications. CDMA is a particular form of spread spectrum
radio technology. In 1989, CDMA spread spectrum technology was
presented to the industry standards committee but it did not meet with
immediate approval. The standards committee had just resolved a two-
year debate between TDMA and FDMA and was not eager to consid-
er another access technology. 

The IS-95 CDMA system allows for voice or data communica-
tions on either a 30 kHz AMPS radio channel (when used on the 800
MHz cellular band) or a new 1.25 MHz CDMA radio channel. The IS-
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95 CDMA radio channel allows multiple mobile telephones to com-
municate on the same frequency at the same time by special coding of
their radio signals. 

CDMA radio channels carry control, voice, and data signals
simultaneously by dividing a single traffic channel (TCH) into differ-
ent sub-channels. Each of these channels is identified by a unique
code. When operating on a CDMA radio channel, each user is assigned
to a code for transmission and reception. Some codes in the TCH trans-
fer control channel information while others transfer voice channel
information. 

The control channel that is part of a digital traffic channel on a
CDMA system has new advanced features. This digital control chan-
nel (DCC) carries system and paging information, and coordinates
access similar to the analog control channel (ACC). The DCC has
many more capabilities than the ACC such as a precision synchroniza-
tion signal, extended sleep mode and others. Because each CDMA
radio channel has many codes, more than one control channel can exist
on a single CDMA radio channel and the CDMA control channels co-
exist with other coded channels that are used for voice. 

The IS-95 CDMA cellular system has several key attributes that
are different from other cellular systems. The same CDMA radio car-
rier frequencies may be optionally used in adjacent cell sites, which
eliminates the need for frequency planning. The wide-band radio
channel provides less severe fading, which the inventors claim results
in consistent quality voice transmission under varying radio signal
conditions. The CDMA system is compatible with the established
access technology and it allows analog (EIA-553) and dual mode (IS-
95) subscribers to use the same analog control channels. Some of the
voice channels are replaced by CDMA digital transmissions, allowing
several users to be multiplexed (shared) on a single RF channel. As
with other digital technologies, CDMA produces capacity expansion
by allowing multiple users to share a single digital RF channel. 

The IS-95 CDMA radio channel divides the radio spectrum into
wide 1.25 MHz digital radio channels. CDMA radio channels differ
from those of other technologies in that CDMA multiplies (and there-
fore spreads the spectrum bandwidth of) each signal with a unique
pseudo-random noise (PN) code that identifies each user within a radio
channel. CDMA transmits digitized voice and control signals on the
same frequency band. Each CDMA radio channel contains the signals
of many ongoing calls (voice channels) together with pilot, synchro-
nization, paging, and access (control) channels. Digital mobile tele-
phones select the signal they are receiving by correlating (matching)
the received signal with the proper PN sequence. The correlation
enhances the power level of the selected signal and leaves others un-
enhanced.

Each IS-95 CDMA radio channel is divided into 64 separate log-
ical (PN coded) channels. A few of these channels are used for control,
and the remainders carry voice information and data. Because CDMA
transmits digital information combined with unique codes, each logi-
cal channel can transfer data at different rates (e.g. 4800 b/s, 9600 b/s).

CDMA systems use a maximum of 64 coded (logical) traffic
channels, but they cannot always use all of these. A CDMA radio chan-
nel of 64 traffic channels can transmit at a maximum information
throughput rate of approximately 192 kbps [ ], so the combined data
throughput for all users cannot exceed 192 kbps. To obtain a maximum
of 64 communication channels for each CDMA radio channel, the
average data rate for each user should approximate 3 kbps. If the aver-
age data rate is higher, less than 64 traffic channels can be used.
CDMA systems can vary the data rate for each user dependent on voice
activity (variable rate speech coding), thereby decreasing the average
number of bits per user to about 3.8 kbps [ ]). Varying the data rate
according to user requirement allows more users to share the radio
channel but with slightly reduced voice quality. This is called soft
capacity limit.

In 1997 the CDMA Development Group (CDG) registered the
trademark cdmaOneTM as a label to identify second-generation digi-
tal systems based on the IS-95 standard and related technologies.

Japanese Personal Digital Cellular
(PDC)

The PDC system is a TDMA technology with a radio interface that is
very similar to IS-136, in that it has six timeslots and an almost iden-
tical data rate, and a core network architecture that is very similar to
GSM. PDC operates in both the 900 MHz and 1,400 MHz regions of
the radio spectrum.
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DRM Series

Digital Rights
Management Threats

by: Lawrence Harte 

Some of the potential threats to digital rights management systems
include file ripping, hacking, slurping, spoofing, hijacking, bit torrents,
camming, insider piracy, analog holes, digital holes and misrouting.

Misrouting

Misrouting is the redirection of transmission paths or routes.
Misrouting may be accidental (error in a router table update) or it may
be intentional through the altering or changing of the routing tables.

Ripping

Ripping media is the process of extracting (ripping it from its source)
or storing media as it is streamed. Ripping media may occur through
the use of a stream recorder. Stream recorders are devices and/or soft-
ware that is used to capture, format and store streaming media.Figure

IP Telephony Series List Month

Digital Rights Aug 06 
Rights Management Sep 06
Digital Assets Oct 06 
Media Identification Nov 06
Security Processes Dec 06 
DRM Systems Jan 07
Media Distribution Feb 07
Rights Threats Mar 07
Protocols and Standards Apr 07

This article is Part 8 of a 9 Part Series

Figure 1.25, Ripping Media 
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1.25 shows how users may rip media from its original packaging to
alter its form and potentially change or eliminate rights management
attributes. This example shows that an audio CD is inserted into a per-
sonal computer that has had ripping software installed. The ripping
software instructs the microprocessor in the computer to make a copy
of the data that is being played to the sound card (audio chip) in the
computer and to store this data on the storage disk in the computer.

Hacking

Hacking is the process that is used when attempt to gain unauthorized
access into networks and/or computing devices. The term hacking has
also been used by programmers to solve their programming problems.
They would continually change or hack the program until it operated
the way that they desire it to operate.

Hackers perform hacking. A hacker is someone or a machine that
attempts to gain access into networks and/or computing devices.
Hackers may perform their actions for enjoyment (satisfaction), mali-
cious reasons (revenge), or to obtain a profitable gain (theft).

Slurping

Slurping is the unauthorized gathering media and data files from
another computer or data storage system. When slurping is performed
by a POD device it is called POD slurping 

Spoofing

Spoofing is the use of another person's name or address to hide their
true identity. Spoofing may involve registering using one name or
identify and obtaining access to the media through the use of other
names.

Hijacking

Hijacking is a process of gaining security access by the capture of a
communication link in mid-session after the session has already been
unauthorized. Hijacking occurs when an unauthorized user detects
(sniffs) and obtains information about a communication system. 

A sniffer is a device or program that receives and analyzes communi-
cation activity so that it can display the information to a person or
communication system. While sniffers may be used for the analysis of
communication systems, they are often associated with the capturing
and displaying of information to unauthorized recipients. For example,
a sniffer may be able to be setup to look for the first part of any remote
login session that includes the user name, password, and host name of
a person logging in to another machine. Once this information is cap-
tured and viewed by the unauthorized recipient (an intruder or hack-
er), he or she can log on to that system at will.

Figure 1.26 shows how hijacking may be used to obtain access to an
authorized media session to gain access to protected media. This
example shows that an unauthorized user has obtained information
about a media session request between a media provider (such as an
online music store) and a user (music listener). After the media begins
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streaming to the validated user, the hijacker modifies a routing table
distribution system to redirect the media streaming session to a differ-
ent computer.

Bit Torrent

A bit torrent is a rapid file transfer that occurs when multiple providers
of information can combine their data transfer into a single stream (a
torrent) of file information to the receiving computer. 

Figure 1.27 shows how to transfer files using the torrent process. This
example shows that 4 computers contain a large information file (such
as a movie DVD). Each of the computers is connected to the Internet
via high-speed connections that have high-speed download capability
and medium-speed upload capability. To speed up the transfer speed
for the file transfer, the receiver of information can request sections of
the media file to be downloaded. Because the receiver of the informa-
tion has a high-speed download connection, the limited uplink data
rates of the section suppliers are combined. This allows the receiver of
the information to transfer the entire file much faster.

Figure 1.27, Torrent Operation

Figure 1.26, Hijacking Operation 



Camming

Camming is the use of a video-recording device to capture audiovisu-
al content from a display (e.g. using a camcorder to record a move).

Insider Piracy

Insider piracy is the duplication and sale of program materials, partic-
ularly TV programs on DVD, videotape or other digital media format
in violation of copyright laws which is performed or assisted by peo-
ple who are employees, contractors or supporting personnel of com-
panies that produce, distribute or manage the program materials.

Analog Hole

The analog hole is the ability for users to copy media in its analog
form after it has been converted from digital format to an analog sig-
nal. An example of the analog hole is the recording of an audio disk by
using a microphone, which is placed next to the speakers of a digital
stereo system.

Digital Hole

The digital hole is the ability for users to redirect media that is in its
digital form after it has been received and decoded and reformatted to
a display device (such as a HDMI interface). An example of the digi-
tal hole is the redirecting of a digital display and processing it into a
recorded format.

Misrouting

Misrouting is the redirection of transmission paths or routes.
Misrouting may be accidental (error in a router table update) or it may
be intentional through the altering or changing of the routing tables.

Series Source:
Introduction to DRM
$19.99 Printed
$16.99 eBook



In a wholesale market, buyers and sellers of on-demand TV services
do business based on mutually beneficial market opportunities and a
common technology framework - like this one. 

If you are a European telecom operator, you no longer need to
own your own on-demand TV system in order to bring on-demand
TV services to consumers. And if you already do sell on-demand TV,
then you can sell those services to consumers who live outside your
network. That's the result of
European local loop unbundling
(LLU) regulations. That's also
good news for ISPs looking to
video as a way to attract new sub-
scribers. Broadband connectivity
and discount phone service no
longer have the market appeal
they once did - and competition is
fierce. Margins are dropping,
churn rates are high and the cost
of adding new subscribers contin-
ues to increase. ISPs need more
subscribers just so they can attract
more subscribers - by lowering
the cost base. That's why ISPs
want their on-demand TV - it's a
much fresher value proposition -
with something fresh to attract
new subscribers every day.

There's just one problem: on-
demand TV is expensive to build
and operate. Only a handful of
major operators can truly afford to create and run their own platforms.
Adding to network costs is the cost of content acquisition (e.g., foot-
ball and premier movies) and high subscriber acquisition costs (>
$1,800 / subscriber). Then there's the cost of packaging content in
way that will differentiate one ISP from another. Again, it all comes
down to scale. If you're not a big player, you won't have sufficient
base over which to spread costs and your prices will either be too high

or your margins too low. And if you are a big player and can afford
these costs, you will still want to add more customers to further lower
your cost base, increase revenues, and raise profits. 

That's where telecom LLU comes in. LLU opens the door to
wholesaling and wholesaling opens the door to scale. Now ISPs with-
out video services can buy from operators who do. Wholesaling lets
operators share platform, content, and operational costs and increase

volumes of set-top box pur-
chases - all of which reduce
costs per subscriber. Greater
size also reduces the percent-
age error of subscriber growth
forecasts - which reduces set-
top box inventory costs. It also
lowers the year-on-year costs
of Minimum Guarantees
(MGs) for premium content -
since those can be based on
more precise subscriber
growth estimates, which can
be more conservative. 
This is like electricity deregu-
lation in the 1990s - except
that then the product was a
commodity. Because all play-
ers agreed on voltages and fre-
quencies, moving product
among wholesale players was
straightforward. In other
words, there was a common

technology framework in place that enabled easy interoperability -
and the wholesale market to flourish. 

Wholesaling on-demand TV also calls for a common technology
framework - again to enable efficient interoperability among players.
This framework will enable any video provider to distribute product
on any network, and also enable any network to distribute product er
to any small operator. 
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For example, an IPTV provider could be acquired by a major
DSL retailer. The combination allows the retailer to offer IPTV to its
subscribers - immediately enriching its broadband offering. In addi-
tion, the DSL operator will offer a white label broadband/IPTV service
to other ISPs also looking to make a quick and low-cost IPTV
entrance.

As Table 1 shows, these benefits often work in combination and
often in favor of both buyer and seller of content or bandwidth. For
example, when an on-demand TV provider and a telecom carrier work
together it can increase revenues and lower the cost base for both.

Consider the deal between glowria, Continental Europe's leading
independent personalized on-demand entertainment provider, and
Neuf Cegetel Group, the largest alternative telecommunications carri-
er in France. As stated in their joint June 2006 press release:

glowria has developed extensive partnerships with all the major
movie studios and a vast majority of independent video distributors…
As a result, the company has the broadest catalogue in France and a
solid experience in on-demand entertainment. "glowria's strategy is to
reinforce its position in the on-demand entertainment market and to
provide services on any format, for any device, whether it be through
the television or the PC," explains Mihai Crasneanu, CEO of glowria.
The company is able to provide Video on Demand either directly
through its Web site, www.glowria.com, or through ISPs and cable
operators such as Neuf Cegetel.

Costs include: content licensing, customer acquisition and reten-
tion, and content delivery (e.g., bandwidth, QoS, and video expertise
and capabilities). An on-demand TV o_ering is distributed under its
own brand and re-branded by multiple carriers that bring that o_ering
to consumers' homes An IPTV operator sells through distribution part-
ners to expand its subscriber base over which it supports _xed costs
and scales variable expenses - both capital and operating - to substan-
tially reduce per-subscriber costs A DSL provider o_ers TV services
from a third-party without taking the time or incurring the cost of
building an on-demand TV system of its own A carrier with excess
capacity carries on-demand TV between wholesale buyers and sellers
to increase tra_c on its network EXAMPLE SCENARIOS BUSINESS
BENEFITS Reduce Costs_ Enhance Value Proposition Generate More
Revenue Acquire IPTV Skills Build the Brand TaTbablele 11: . E
xEaxmapmle pwlheo lweshalionlge sscaenlianrigos s acned nbausri-
inoesss a bnende _btsu tshiant eresssu lbt enefits that result. 

And from Neuf Cegetel 

"The group's aim is to provide its customers with an ever-wider range
of affordable, high-performance and quality services," explains Xavier
Gandillot, General Manager, Residential Division, Neuf Cegetel.
"Video on Demand was the next logical step… glowria was the most
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Table 1.  Example wholesaling scenarios and business benefits that result.

First Movers See Benefits 



skillful partner to provide us with a turnkey solution that could be fully
integrated into our current service offering and to allow us to deliver
the best entertainment and content service to our clients." 

In some cases, wholesaling promises to reopen markets consid-
ered saturated by entrenched services such as cable - while allowing
cable and satellite providers to extend services beyond existing market
footprints. Europe's largest satellite pay TV operator (BSkyB in the
UK) bought DSL provider easyNet to extend services beyond pay TV
to VoD and triple play offerings.

In the Netherlands and Germany, two of Europe's most cable-sat-
urated markets, cable companies should feel threatened by foreign
IPTV players entering the domestic market on a much more level play-
ing field - thanks to 10Mbps ADSL2+ bandwidth. Some of those play-
ers will be telcos competing with other telcos on lines leased from
those telcos.

Framework Requirements - An Open
Client 

Such initiatives only make sense, of course, if they are technically fea-
sible within a timeframe and budget that investors find attractive. Each
player in a wholesale relationship has something to offer - and the key
is whether they can interoperate efficiently. It's very easy to think of

technology barriers that would slow things down or add costs.
Suppose operator A wants to play content to consumers on operator B's
network. Just a partial list of possible issues would include:

Looking at these issues, it's also easy to imagine what technolo-
gy decisions might be at fault. One would be if technology pieces were
hardwired together rather than deployed as plug-and-play components
using standards-based interfaces within an open architecture. Two key
pieces of IPTV architecture are the set-top box and the backend soft-
ware. Software in the set-top box (the client) is responsible for com-
munications with the backend (the server). That includes interpreting
control signals (like "play movie"), presenting the EPG, and on-the-fly
decoding of content.
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Figure 1. The Players. In on-demand TV, operators will enter into opportunistic relationships based on complementary skills and assets. An
obvious prerequisite is the technology base to enable these skills and assets to interoperate.

• B's set-top boxes can't decode operator A's content streams 
• B's electronic program guide (EPG) can't handle A's EPG
content 
• B's customers want content, applications or services that
A's platform can't support 
• A's control system can't control B's set-top boxes 
• Content playback is not properly formatted for B's users
(e.g., mobile phones) 
• A's playout is too fast for B's set-top boxes or network 
• Network B can't enforce A's conditional access 
• Operator A and Network B use different billing systems that
don't talk to each other 



When operators' clients and servers don't interoperate (e.g., my
IPTV offering won't play over your set-top boxes) that probably means
we're using different vendors' technologies and that there's no easy
interface between them. The only option left is for one of us to throw
out our technology and adopt the other's. That is likely to be a very
expensive barrier to cross - just to complete one wholesaling deal -
never mind implement a "white label" strategy where you plan to
wholesale IPTV with many different partners across Europe. 

How does someone create an IPTV technology that gets in the
way of easy plug-and-play? By building a set-top box client that is
either a) hardwired to particular brands of set-top boxes or b) hard-
wired to vendor-specific backend technology. An example of the first
would be where the client is built on a C code base specifically writ-
ten to run on a target set-top box hardware. Here the client is essen-
tially a builtin extension of the silicon in the box. An example of the
second is where the set-top box only understands content encodings,
control protocols, conditional access schemes, and other technologies
specific to the vendor's IPTV backend implementation. 

In either case, the result is the same: back office software can't
interact with the set-top box because the two speak different lan-
guages. 

If this open-client model sounds essentially like a web browser on a

set-top box - it is. Like a web browser, the open set-top box client is no
more hardwired to particular set-top boxes than web browsers are
hardwired to particular PCs. The model leverages standards like
HTML, XML, and Java for a write-once/deploy-anywhere strategy.
And just as web browsers can play different content encodings
(HTML, CCS, Flash, MPEG4, etc.) so can an open set-top box. 

Similar portability applies to the EPG. Some wholesale partners
will want to present a consistent and branded EPG everywhere regard-
less of whose programming populates the EPG or where the EPG itself
plays - whether on a high definition television or a three-inch mobile

phone display. Other players - a white label IPTV provider, for exam-
ple - may want their programming selections to populate the EPGs of
many different syndication partners - regardless of how they format
the overall look of the EPG. 

This type of context-based adaptation again resembles the web.
Just as Google™ Maps look the same on multiple devices, so should
EPG content. (Maps' display resolutions change based on whether the
end user is looking at a PC or a mobile phone, but the headings and
controls don't.) And just as one website can populate content from mul-
tiple other sites within a consistent look and feel - an open set-top box
client can to do the same with TV programming content.

The solution for both arenas: technologies like XSLT (XML
Stylesheet Language Transformations) - for example, that let you
reformat HTML on the fly to equivalent C code to display a set-top
EPG on mobile phones. The EPG menu schema remains the same -
what changes is how content is presented by the backend VoD or IPTV
service. With XSLT, changes are based on whichever style sheet the
server invokes - one for set-top box A, one for set-top box B, one for
mobile, one for PCs, or whatever. It's just like what happens in a web
session where the server senses client-side parameters before selecting
an appropriate template through which to filter content. On a PC, those
parameters can include display resolution, browser type, cookies
enabled, Flash enabled, Java version, SSL digital certificate expiration
date, and so on.

Another advantage of using web technology is, of course, access to the
web itself. A truly native web implementation (as opposed to, say, a
native C implementation) poses no hard integration points that prevent
the TV from working as a standard web interface. This opens possibil-
ities like playing multiplayer games off the Internet, watching videos
downloaded off Google Video, or even setting an Internet-enabled
home security system or a heating / ventilation / air conditioning
(HVAC) system - all from the TV (or mobile phone or PC - given how
the user interface is reformulated based on client context). 

A web technology base also implies an IP core - and making your
platform IP native throughout (all the way to the DSLAM, QAM, or
QPSK network adapter) brings its own advantages. IP makes network
components easier to plug and play - and it gives you a head start on
adopting emerging IP standards like SIP (Session Initiation Protocol). 
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An open architecture would implement the client in soft-
ware designed from the ground up to: 

1. Be portable across different vendors' set-top boxes and
customer premise equipment; and 
2. Understand a sufficiently broad diversity of protocols and
file formats to handle. 
•  Different content encodings (e.g., DVD, MPEG4, HD) 
• Different conditional access schemes and encryption meth-
ods (e.g., Crytoworks, Nagra) 
• Different EPG graphic formats 
• EPG content from different sources to populate different
formats .

In an IPTV scenario, client-side parameters could also
include:

• Type of conditional access supported 
• Customer premise equipment (CPE) details - like presence
of a hard disk at the client 
• Encoding format (e.g., C or Java for a mobile phone or
HTML for a set-top box or PC) 





The Wholesale Service Backend 
Also affecting a specific technology's "wholesale readiness" are

backend design decisions. In particular, the decision to deploy backend
functions as discrete units (Figure 2) - rather than as a single hardwired
monolith - makes the backend much more scalable and easier to tailor.
Even where industry standards 7 are absent, a modular platform with
open APIs can let operators achieve interoperability in the three areas
vital to successful wholesaling: 

Open client support 

Supporting an open client requires three key attributes in the backend:
1) The right assets available when called (like a DRM encryption algo-
rithm or a particular XSLT style sheet), 2) Robust business rules pro-

cessing to invoke the assets appropriately, and 3) That business rules
processing be abstracted as a separate layer apart from the assets to
which business rules are applied.

For example, it's the server, not the client, that determines based
on client input which XML style sheet to invoke to package a particu-
lar piece of content. That takes business rules processing - which in an
open architecture would be abstracted from both the particular content
and the set-top box. (Hardcoding a DRM algorithm to a playback
device means you don't need rules to decide whether to use that algo-
rithm. However, it also means that only compatible content can be
played and only on compatible devices.) 

Another example of open client rules processing is the decision
whether to download content to local hard disk first or to stream it as
it is consumed. That decision would depend, among other things, on
network bandwidth and whether the client says there's a local hard disk
available. 

Easy third-party integration 

Robust rules processing is also key to how you support the widest pos-
sible diversity of third-party applications and IT systems - and how
multiple diverse assets too are employed to satisfy different partner
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Figure 2. The Wholesale Service Backend. Architecting backend functions into discrete blocks makes it easier to configure the right com-
bination of functions to fit a particular wholesale offering

•Support for the open client 
• Easy integration with partners' applications and internal IT
systems 
• Support of core network functions in an open way, including 
-QoS assurance and flow control
-Session management



agreements. The fundamentals of plug-and-play program-to-program
integration are well understood, as are the specific standards employed
such as XML, SOAP, DOM, and others. But plugging diverse assets
together is just one step. Making diverse IP services play well togeth-
er is another. That's what backend middleware does today - and will
continue to do in the future in support of yet another standard: IMS (IP
Multimedia Subsystem). In fact, a service-oriented middleware may
be defined as one with 1) robust business rule processing; in support
of 2) diverse functional capabilities; and that is also 3) an ideal foun-
dation for IMS. 

Potential wholesale partners will plan a multitude of different applica-
tions and services and want to tailor offerings with distinctive look-
and-feel, price differentiation, consumer segmentation, and value-
added services such as transaction TV. That requires the ability to inte-
grate a lot of different layered services with such core services as busi-
ness rules processing and client communication. But it also points
again to the importance of abstract rules processing - such as to say
which three-for-one promotions or which free games are available to
which consumers and for how long. 9 Specifically with respect to IT
integration, consumers may not know (and probably won't care) that
their broadband provider gets its IPTV services from a wholesaler.
What matters is that whoever owns the customer relationship offers
unified billing and customer service. That means somewhere in the
technology framework a billing module exists that, again, is not hard-
wired to the specific services (including partners' systems) upon which
it relies account information. What counts is that modules responsible
for providing or processing account information do so in an easily sup-
ported transaction stream - such as via XML messages. That way all
kinds of different services and service options can not only be offered
as points of market differentiation - they can also be one bill - as long
as they communicate to the central billing module in an industry-stan-
dard way. 

Managing the core network 

Just as someone must take ownership of the customer relationship,
someone must take ownership of the customer's quality of service
(QoS). That's an issue because of factors like packet delay variation

(PDV) - i.e., some packets taking longer than others to traverse the net-
work, and the amount of delay can vary from packet to packet. If PDV
is too high, service will degrade or fail. 

A QoS policy determines acceptable limits of a performance met-
ric (like PDV) and what to do if limits are exceeded. A QoS policy
server enforces the policy - by looking at QoS at points along the net-
work. The same network elements (like a QAM or DSLAM) reporting
back QoS metrics to an ISP's network operations center (NOC) can
also report back to a QoS policy server. In response, the policy server
will invoke the proper policy (based on business rules) and perhaps
take mitigation measures - such as to download an entire video before
starting to play it. 

QoS policy service resides under session management - the back-
end function that sets up and monitors end-to-end interaction between
the IPTV provider and the enduser. Like accounting, both QoS policy
and session management touch multiple other functions. So they too
should be abstracted out to their own layers rather than bolted onto
something else - like a VoD server. On the one hand, you might want
the option to employ a variety of QoS solutions - depending on which
one were to deliver the best customer experience. On the other, you
might not wish to invoke a different session manager for each service
- one for VoD, one for games, one for IPTV broadcast, and so on. You
would rather use a consistent session manager for all of them - just as
you would wish to stay within a consistent user interface for operating
all of them. 

And by making solutions able to support different services, you
also make them able to support different wholesale partners - some of
whom request support for session "payloads" other than those you
already provide - such as PlayStation®2 games, in addition to the
Xbox games you now offer in your games package. 

A Great Customer Experience - Across
Wholesale Boundaries 

What this discussion and Figure 3 illustrate is that a great customer
experience - and the ability to move it across wholesale partner bound-
aries - results directly from the architecture of the technology frame-
work employed. Key to that architecture is the ability to decouple
functions as content moves from backend to front end - and to decou-
ple contexts within functions. Decoupling functions means that how
you implement one function (e.g., a particular QoS policy server) will
not dictate how you implement another function (e.g., a particular
client EPG). Decoupling contexts means that you can reuse the same
function (i.e., make one investment) to enable different interpretations
of how the function should be performed. Applications may be differ-
ent, but all applications need to have the session manager set up their
payloads for playout. Networks may be different, but all networks
need QoS. Rule setting (policy making) within the function defines
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The question for technology providers is whether stan-
dards are in fact employed for: 

• Feature extensibility 
• Service flexibility 
• Partner IT integration 



how it's done in one context versus another. As previously described,
XSLT style sheets are an example of how to enforce context rules for
presentation in consideration of different EPG layouts, CPE resources,
and other parameters. 

One reason for a wholesale technology framework is to reduce
technology infrastructure costs. Equally important to the operator,
however, is the cost of preparing content for input into that infrastruc-
ture. The whole value proposition of on-demand TV is to present and
package fresh and exciting content in ways that consumers find attrac-
tive and also differentiating from what other ISPs in the same market
offer. 

Operators, therefore, will want to ally themselves with content
experts who know how to deploy content in ways that are more scal-
able across content types, platforms, and wholesale partners. That
includes skills in areas like: 

Content creation synergies 

Smart content preparation will exploit synergies of content creation.
One example is sharing common metadata and production techniques
across content intended for different platforms. Another would be to
establish different content preparation pathways in anticipation of the
different requirements of those platforms. 

Content rights management 

Content owners are concerned about theft and digital rights manage-
ment issues. The rights to broadcast a particular piece of content on TV
does not automatically include broadband and mobile rights. Licenses
to redistribute a valuable content proposition to wholesale partners,
therefore, need to be written in a way that's attractive to other compa-
nies. Content could be anything - applications, application services,
video, audio, teletext, or whatever. 
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Figure 3. Technology Framework Conceptual Overview. Based on operator-defined business rules, content passes through several functional
layers before reaching the customer as a rich experience. Functions are tailored based on the content invoked at that layer - the right DRM, the
right QoS solution, the right payload setup, the right CPE, and so on. The architecture allows decoupling two ways - function and context - that
enable robust wholsale support. Functional decoupling means how you perform one function is not hardwired into how you perform some other
function -so operators are free to choose the best implementation of each. Contextual decoupling means that the same technology investment
works in all different kinds of environments - i.e., networks, QoS policies, end-user devices, or whatever - to enable virtually any wholesale
strategy. For the same reason, customer accounting (not shown) is also decoupled and works in a similar way





This week I had the opportunity to interview Chris Wagner,
Executive Vice President and co-founder of NeuLion on how to pro-
duce, manage and deliver television content to TV viewing devices
throughout the world using Broadband Internet connections. Chris
explained that Internet IPTV systems allow companies to become
global television service providers without the need to setup and man-
age their own broadband access connections. This means that almost
any company that wants to become a television service provider can
become one in a short time period and deliver high-quality content
throughout the globe. As of 2007, there were more than 216 million
broadband Internet connections throughout the world and projections
show that there will be more than 413 million broadband users world-
wide by 2010 [In-Stat Market Research]. 

Internet IPTV systems have programming sources, distribution
systems and viewing devices. Programming sources may be live media
sources (e.g. sporting events) or stored programs (e.g. movies).
Distribution systems may use download or streaming transmission.
Viewing devices may include multimedia computers (via media play-
ers), televisions (via set top boxes) and IP televisions (televisions that
only have a data connection).

Figure 1.1 shows the basic parts of an Internet IPTV system
include the programming, streaming transmission system and viewing
devices. This diagram shows that the programming system can receive
live or stored programming media. The streaming transmission system
manages how the media is converted and sent through the Internet.
Viewing devices include multimedia computers, televisions with
adapter boxes (STBs) and IP televisions.
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Featured Article
Global Internet TV - How to Produce, Manage and
Deliver Television Content through the Internet

By: Lawrence Harte
Part 1 of a 4 part series.

Figure 1., Internet IPTV System
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Chris described some of the key challenges that keep companies
for developing and providing their own television services and ways
to overcome them. These challenges usually include system options,
content distribution, content management and systems administration.
Chris also explained that Internet IPTV systems can use soft clients or
set top boxes to allow viewers to have access to television programs.

IPTV System Options

IPTV systems are the combination of equipment, protocols and trans-
mission lines that are used to provide television communication ser-
vices over IP networks. IPTV system options include network opera-
tor, shared network operator and virtual (hosted) system operation.

Network Operator

A network operator is company that manages the network equipment
parts of communications. Network operators are an On-Net (On the
Controlled Network) solution where they control and manage all
aspects of the network. Network operators can setup a walled garden
to precisely deliver and control what the user experiences on their sys-
tem. 

Network operators have full control of the content selection,
headend, distribution and access network. Network operators obtain
licenses to install (such as installing fiber networks) and operate their
networks. Network operators can select and even define their own pro-
tocols (control processes) and they can directly control of quality of
service experience by customers.  Network operators are usually reg-
ulated by several types of government agencies including communi-
cations and trade commissions.

A network operator focuses on the geographic areas where they
own and operate their networks. Because the cost of the network is
completely paid for by the network operator, the key objective of the
network operator is to get a high take rate. Take rate is the percentage
of customers that sign up for service in their geographic area. This
means that the network operator usually has a mass market content
programming option (network TV) that will appeal to most of the cus-
tomers. To have a high take up rate, the network operator usually
offers traditional network programming 

Operational costs can be high for network operators, especially
for smaller systems. The number of skill sets needed to operate and
manage the content and distribution network can be very high.
Telephone companies typically employ 3 to 4 employees per 1,000
customers and they only manage the connection part. Additional
employees with content management experience would be required to
manage the content portion of the network.

Because network operators control and manage their "closed"
networks and these systems can have strong security controls, content
sources tend to be willing to let the network operator to distribute con-
tent. The content costs for network operators are usually high for pop-
ular network programming. The typical content cost of a cable TV sys-
tem is 30% to 50% of gross revenues and the amount of discount a net-
work operator can receive usually depends on the number of programs
and subscribers it has. The smaller the number of viewers, the higher
the cost of content.

The capital cost (Capex) per subscriber can range between $1,000
to $2,000 for large systems and even higher for smaller systems that
must distribute the equipment cover over smaller numbers of cus-
tomers. Capital costs include headend equipment ($1 million+ for
basic headend), asset management systems, transmission equipment,
distribution lines, access connections and termination equipment.

The time to market for network operators can be 1 to 2 years or
more. Network operators need to obtain licenses, networks need to be
built and systems need to be setup and tested.

Shared Network (Hybrid)

Shared networks are systems that allow companies to share and con-
trol the resources of other networks or systems. An example of a
shared network is an interconnection service provider (long distance
company) that can setup and manage broadband lines 

Shared networks is an Off-Net (Off the Controlled Network)
solution where control and management of systems and services may
be limited. Shared network operators may have remote control of
access and full control of content network operation. Shared network
operators may have control of the content selection, headend, distrib-
ution and access network through the use of interface controls between
networks. While shared network operators may be able to control and
provision systems for quality of service, shared network operators may
have limited controls or responsibilities that can be difficult to define
(not my fault). This may lead to challenges resolving QoS issues.

Shared network operators can expand into geographic areas
where they can find partner networks. Because the cost of the network
is shared by two or more partners, the key objective of the shared net-
work operator is to focus on their part such as programming and cus-
tomer care. 

Operational costs can be moderate for shared network operators.
The number of skill sets need to operate and manage the content and
distribution network is reduced as each partner has their own support
systems. 





Because shared network operators may be able to control and
manage their networks.  These systems can have strong security con-
trols. If the shared network operator can demonstrate that their system
is secure, content sources are likely to be willing to let the network
operator to distribute content if the right digital rights management
systems are in place. Because shared network operators may have sev-
eral systems with many customers, the cost of content may be lower
because of the increased volume of content demand.

The capital cost (Capex) per subscriber for shared networks can
range between $200 to $500.  This cost includes the STB and some
hardware and control system integration.

The time to market for shared systems can range from 6 to 12
months as systems or access networks may already been in place and
integration of these systems is the key steps.

Virtual (Hosted) Network

A virtual network operator is a service provider that uses the commu-
nication systems of other communication network operators to provide
communication services. Virtual operators are over the top services.
Over the top services are applications and their associated communi-
cation transmission provided for the benefit of the user through the use
of underlying services. 

Virtual operators have control of the content selection and distri-
bution. Virtual operators need to focus on learning the restrictions for
content distribution and delivery in many countries. Virtual operators
use systems and protocols (control processes) developed by other com-

panies. While the control of features and services may be set by the vir-
tual host, virtual operators may customize features and service through
the use of programming scripts or software applications 

Virtual operator focus on the content strategies where they target
specific types of viewers. Because the viewer (their Internet broadband
connection) pays for the cost of the distribution network, the key
objective of the network operator is provide very focused program-
ming.

Operational costs can be low for virtual operators, even for small-
er systems. The number of skill sets need to operate and manage the
content and distribution network can be a very small number of peo-
ple. The operational costs for virtual operator's shifts from running a
network to managing content that is promoted and distributed through
many countries.

The content offered by virtual operators can range from a limited
number of specialty channels to popular network programming.
Because programming is transmitted through the public Internet to
consumers that are not directly controlled by the virtual operator, it
may be more difficult to obtain licenses to distribute more popular con-
tent. 

The capital cost (Capex) per subscriber can range between $0 to
$200. The key capital cost is the IPTV STB which is approximately
$100 to $200 and customers may be required to buy their own STB.
Because the customer interest is to obtain programming that may not
be available anywhere else, this gives the virtual operator added abili-
ty to charge setup and equipment fees.

Time to market can be weeks to months because the systems are
already setup and only the content, branding and distribution channels
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Figure 2., IPTV System Options



need to be established.
Figure 2 shows several options that Internet IPTV operators have

to provide television services. This table shows that IPTV system
operators can own and operate their own system, they can run a sys-
tem that is owned by another company or they can use an Internet
IPTV host company. 

Chris Wagner has been a driving force in the
technology industry for over 20 years. As
Executive Vice President and Co Founder of
NeuLion, Mr. Wagner's position in market-
place strategy targets the revolution currently
underway as the television and internet video
industries converge.

NeuLion is an IPTV service provider that drives conver-
gence between television and the internet. Working with
companies interested in reaching target markets anywhere at
anytime, NeuLion's technology uses the public internet to
aggregate content from any provider and delivers it in real
time.
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IPTV Soft Client
A soft client is a software program that operates on a computing device (such as a personal computer) that can request and receive services

from a network for specific applications. An example of a soft client is a software program that operates on a personal computer to operate as
an Internet telephone.

Buyers Guide

Irdeto

Irdeto is a provider in content security, and provides comprehensive solutions for digital content protection in Digital TV, IPTV and Mobile
environments. The company's support, sales and R&D offices are located worldwide with corporate headquarters near Amsterdam, the
Netherlands. Irdeto offers both hardware- and software-based solutions. The company works with an impressive list of leading industry part-
ners to create end-to-end solutions for any pay-media business. Irdeto's goal is to help operators increase content revenue by offering best-of-
class security solutions supporting a wide range of revenue models.

Mailing Address: Jupiterstraat 42, Hoofddorp, , 2132 HD, The Netherlands
Phone:+031-23-556 2222 Fax: +031-23-556 2240

Web: www.irdeto.com

Akimbo Systems Inc.

Akimbo is an on demand service that delivers digital video over the Internet straight to your television. Akimbo provides a diverse set of pro-
grams in more than 50 categories ranging from animation to foreign language to movies to sports.

Mailing Address: 411 Borel Ave Suite 100, San Mateo, CA, 94402, United States
Phone:+1-650-292-3330 Fax: +1-650-292-3341

Web: www.akimbo.com

KAT Digital Corporation

KatDC is a provider of embedded application solution for digital infotainment devices. The KatDC MediaWalker products support industrial
open standard specifications enabling the seamless integration for the latest broadband services, is designed to provide an interactive applica-
tion developing environment for portable and digital home devices. KatDC supplies applications for home entertainment and interactive ser-
vices.

Mailing Address: 5F, No.19-11, Sanchong Rd., NanGang District, Taipei City, , 115, Taiwan
Phone:+886-2-37895223 Fax: +886-2-37895232

Web: www.KATDC.com
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Oregan Networks

Oregan Networks is a provider of Embedded Solutions for Digital Home Entertainment Devices, comprising digital media streaming, home
networking, TV browsing and user interface technology. The Oregan embedded IPTV/VOD client is a telco grade solution for broadband video
over IP services, that can also complement content delivery options on convergent home entertainment devices.

Mailing Address: The White Building 52-54 Glentham Road, London, , SW13 9JJ, United Kingdom
Phone:+44-020-8846-0990 Fax: +44-020-8846-0999

Web: www.oregan.net

Opera Software

Opera Software ASA has redefined Web browsing for PCs, mobile phones and other networked devices. Opera's cross- platform Web brows-
er technology is renowned for its small size, performance and standards-compliance, while giving users a faster, safer and more dynamic
online experience.

Mailing Address: Waldemar Thranes gate 98, Oslo, , NO 0175, Norway
Phone:+47-24-164000 Fax: +47-24-164001

Web: www.opera.com

NeuLion

NeuLion develops and provide programs for Internet Protocol Television. The NeuLion iPTV Platform enables the building of streaming video
applications, encoding and delivery of video and broadcast television. NeuLion specializes in speeding to market the content provided by our
partners and lowering their costs of delivery by using the Internet.

Mailing Address: 1600 Old Country Rd, Plainview, NY, 11803, United States
Phone: +1-516-622-8300
Web: www.neulion.com

IPTV Magazine Buyers Guides are provided free of charge as a service to our readers. IPTV Magazine is not responsible for
errors or omissions, nor for company supplied responses. If your company or a company that you know of is not listed and you
believe it should be included, please contact us at 
buyersguide@iptvmagazine.com or call us at 1-919-557-2260.
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Tuxia

TUXIA develops and markets software for next generation advanced set-top boxes. The core product is the iTV software suite TASTE includ-
ing middleware that supports functions and components such as Video on demand, PVR, DVD, and web-browsing. All such features are core
components for consumer broadband, home entertainment products, hospitality, and corporate communications market segments.

Mailing Address: 9101 Burnet RD. Suite 201, Austin, TX, 78758, United States
Phone:+1-512-719-7029 Fax: +1-512-491-9782

Web: www.tuxia.com

TimeshiftTV

TimeshifTV is a broadband networking company specializing in solutions for underserved viewers with broadband Internet. TimeshifTV
licenses programming from video providers and hosts and delivers it via broadband connections to the TimeshifTV Player for viewing when
and where the subscribers want it.

Mailing Address: 21103 Old Well Road, Los Gatos, CA, 95033, United States
Phone:+1-408-353-3573 Fax: +1-408-353-3156

Web: www.timeshifttv.com

Sling Media, Inc.

Sling Media develops products that allow users to use Windows-based laptops, desktops, PDAs, and smartphones into personal on-the-go dig-
ital TVs, the Slingbox™ allows individuals anywhere-anytime access to their own living room television experience with no additional month-
ly service fees. Enabling consumers to watch their cable, satellite, or digital video recorder (DVR) programming from wherever they are.

Mailing Address: 1840 GATEWAY DR, San Mateo, CA, 94404, United States
Phone:+1-650-340-1972

Web: www.slingmedia.com

VectorMAX

VectorMAX software enables carrier and enterprise class IP based live broadcasting, two-way real-time communications, VOD, mobile and
synthetic video within an integrated content management platform.

Mailing Address: 951 Market Promenade Ave, Suite 2106, Lake Mary, FL, 32746, United States
Phone:+1-407-833-0777 Fax: +1-407-833-0066

Web: www.vectormax.com
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New Products

Symmetricom
TimeHub BITS System

The NTP plug-in server card is used in used in Symmetricom's TimeHub™ Building Integrated Timing Supply (BITS) system to
providing time information for Next Generation applications such as IPTV, Billing Record Management, QoS Measurement
Systems and IP Service Level Agreements (SLA) Monitoring. Symmetricom's high performance NTP servers on a card, the BITS
platform can be used to deliver carrier class NTP to meet demanding NGN packet timing requirements, providing performance,
scalability, availability and security for delivery of advanced services.

Media Server Component

Amedia Networks
HG-G1000

The HG-G1000 is a GPON gateway that includes a broadband router and optical network terminal with home media networking
capabilities. This gateway can distribute and manage ultra-broadband triple-play services in the home including IPTV, video-on-
demand, HD programming, online gaming services and more. It eliminates the need for outdoor, hardened optical or electrical
components. The HG-G1000 includes Multimedia over Coax Alliance (MoCA), Ethernet, and wireless communication capabili-
ties. GPON provides bandwidth almost of up to 2.4 gigabits per second (gbps) downstream and 1.2 gbps upstream. 

Mailing Address: 2 Corbett Way, Eatontown, NJ 07724, USA
Tel: + 1 732.440.1992 Fax: +1-732.389.7541

www.amedia.com

Home Media Gateway

Mailing Address: 2300 Orchard Parkway, San Jose, California 95131
Tel: +1 408 433 0910  Fax: +1 408 428 7896

www.Symmetricom.com
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For Information about advertising in IPTV Magazine please contact Sales at:
Phone +1-919-557-2260 or Email: Sales@IPTVMagazine.com

On2 Technologies, Inc.
Flix Engine

The Flix Engine transcoder converts popular web and user generated content for viewing on 3GPP mobile handsets.  Among the
desirable features is the ability to convert On2 VP6 files used in Flash video, and dominant in video portals and user generated
content, to 3GPP formats.

Mailing Address: 21 Corporate Drive, Suite 103, Clifton Park, NY 12065
Tel: +81(0)45-650-7000

www.On2.com

Transcoder

Digisoft.TV
Digihost IP STB

The "DigiHost" set top box (STB) is a Java based that runs a dynamic and customizable Interactive Program Guide (IPG), Video
On Demand (VOD) interface, Network Personal Video Recorder interface and application launcher with a variety of interactive
applications. This STB can run with multiple ecosystem components such as video servers, encoders, Digital Rights Management
and Conditional Access Systems. The STB can run bound and unbound advertising applications and it has Telescopic video adver-
tising capabilities along with push to talk to call centre advertising capabilities.

Mailing Address: 357 S. McCaslin Blvd, Suite 200, Louisville, CO 80027, USA
Tel: + 353 (0)21 4917272 Fax: +353 (0)21 4917271

www.digisoft.tv

IP STB
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Test Equipment Your Ad Here!
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tise with IP Television Magazine.

To Advertise Contact:
IPTV Magazine

106 West Vance Street
Fuquay, NC 27526 USA
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If you know of an event that may be helpful to the readers of IP Television Magazine, please
send details to: editorial@IPTVMagazine.com or call us at 1-919-557-2260.
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